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Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Dandry2357
Submission
To Whom it Ift Concern
I grew up in Rstone, still have familyand friends in the area, and stsit when I can
I stronglyobjectto anywhiff of this area being opened up for mining. It is rich in natural beauty, productie farmland, habitat for threatened and nonthreatened species alike, cultural artifacts from long and deep Indigenous roots. Tourists, birdwatchers, wine aficionados, people after peace and
quiet, fantastically unique scenery, boutique shoppers, people looking for platypus - all come to explore the healthy, if sleepy, little towns east of
rvudgee.
I hope our State Government has not forgotten the millions of hectares lost to fire, the billions of our natFe creatures lost only two and a half sears
ago. The region you wish to open for exploration was affected too.
Please have some respect. Let what made it through lie undisturbed. Mist we mine eer4hing beautttul? Mjstwe shatter eserypeaceful place?
Please sayno to coal exploration in this area and as a government responsible for the future surwal and direction of not onlywe humans, but also
ouroiceless and matchless wildlife, find another wayforward. Aless destructise way
Sincerely

Coonabarabran NSW 2357
Formerly of Rlstone
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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18/08/2021 9:12:47 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 -21:12
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
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Name
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Bathurst 2795
Submission
Rlstone is a historic town, dependent on agribusiness & tourism for its economy. It is pert of the popular tourist trail in Central & Md Western NSW
that stretches from Sofala to Kandos, R4stone then onto Mjdgee.
V\tsllemi National Park, Dunn's Swamp & the Cudgegong River are natural heritage areas that are pristine enironments, valued bythe local
community and tourists from all parts of NSW &Australia.
This beautiful part of NSWwould be severely impacted bythe existence of large scale coal exploration & mining, affechng tourism & agriculture.
The Hawkins & Rumker areas are surrounded by prime agricultural countrythat is not compatible with large scale coal mining and would be
affected by air pollution & water table issues.
BHP has recently moved awayfrom investing in coal & gas mining and plans to invest in fertiliser for agricultural purposes.
The impact of approang these areas for coal exploration would be a retrograde step, negatively impacting the natural en4ronment, farming &
tourism.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submitted by Anonymous
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Submission Type
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2074
Submission
lam writing this submission to state my concerns regarding the PRlAprocess in relation to the possible exploration of coal in the Hawkins and
Rumker regions in NSW.
The PRlAprocess has been undertaken in an unprecedented time where the situation is farfrom ideal for both those undertaking the process and
those trying to state their opinions about the topic, and het not enough prcesions were not made accordingly.
The nature of the cced restrictions meantthatthose who would hae been able to attend in person meetings to ask questions and proude their
Aew point were at a disadvantage if theycould not join the meetings online - whetherthat be due to internet issues (being rural NSW) or technical
know how. There was an extension of time thatwas gi'en butthis was not enough for the due process thatwas required.
The trans parency of the documentation that was pivotal to the direction of the process, especiallyin regards to the geotechnical report was nonexistent. This meant that the local communitywas unable to not only haw a platform to question whether the report was accurate or not, but was
also unable to specif cal lydirect its concerns.
The DPIE stated that their report would be based on the geotechnical report which outlined that the potential coal mine/s in the area would be
underground mines. However without the document made ceallable this assessment was unable to be assessed by the community as accurate.
The geotechnical report was unable to be made available to the community and as such the envronmental, social, fnanial (and other) impacts of
coal in the region could have been based on wrong facts. If it turned out that open cut mines were on the agenda, the implications to the region
would be different and much more serious.
In addition to these facets, itwas apparentthatthe process itself created instabilityin the community, and as a result created distress. Had the
process allowed for an in depth consultation with all concerned parties, including thorough in person discussions, this distress mayhave been
somewhat eased.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submission
Pltention: Director Energy and Resources Policy
NSW Department of Planning, Industryand Environment
Locked Bag 5022, Parramatta N5W2124
Dear Director of Energy and Resources Policy,
Mgname is Annabel M.irrayand I have lived in Katoomba for 10 years after moving from Sdneyin 2011 due to rising house and rental prices
I have run the Low Carbon Living Blue kbuntains climate action program for 6 years, to assist local businesses and schools to lower their carbon
usage by between 1449%. It is verydisappointing for all people that I know throughout my life that this NSWand Federal Government aren't willing
to switch to a carbon negative industryand economy- includuing developing local close the loop waste reuse and rec4ing systems for all
business, educational and industrial sectors - at a time when we have lost so manyarumals lives to the 2019 -20 estreme fre disaster and we,
and now our children are deeplyworried about the planet, the habitue we are leaving our children to survive in. Mjneighbour is a Figian Indian
\tikjman who cannot believe the spoilt white supremist system that Australian governments perpetuate, where the pockets of polititians take
precedence over all human values, which creates a boring and futile world If you need more than 80k a year to live on, you reallyhave no idea how
to have a good time, and your lack of culture and education is more evident than ever before.
I was estremelydisappointed and amazed to learn of the coal eaploration of the Hawkins and Rumker areas in particular, and anycoal eaploration
in NSW or Austral ra.
Australia is the driest continent on Earth and we have a huge obligation to protect and use water for ecological systems, sustainable agriculture
and domestic uses, forthe benefit ofall plants, animals and humans, ratherthan eaploitation of this precious ecological resource forthe sake of a
few coal mining political dinosaur alliances that benefit an increasinglyweathly minority and ruin the earth, air and waterways. Todays coal miners
saytheirjobs tear their hearts out, and the government has provided zero transition economic educational training pathways ad economic policyfor
these communities to decarbonise theirjobs, lives and environment. This is ridiculous and disappointing as Australia has world leading
researchers in low carbon and carbon negative technologies.
I am opposed to the Hawkins and Rumker areas being opened for coal
exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and needs to be stopped now due to the following impacts:
THE EFFECTS ON WATER SOURCES
• One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies.
• Mnes have a significant negative impact on the water resources of a local area.
• Even exploratory drilling can crack and drain underground aquifers. The supplyof water in
creeks and rivers decreases.
• Once the water is gone, it is lost forever.
• Coal mining consumes appr0arma1e1y653 litres for each tonne of coal produced
• Ceri cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed
biodiversityin waterways.
• Subsistence from wqloration and mining can crack rock substrate and lower water tables.
• The Ry4stone Dam catchment is in the proposed wqstoration areas. The upper catchment of the
Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of Ryistone Dam and Wndamere Dam.
• The proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Ryistone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; water ow to Mdgee mayalso be negativelyimpacted.
• This region recently came out of a long drought. What will happen in our neal drought if there
is coal mine using so much of our water?
vv.ry1stonecfc.com www.facebook.com/Nstonecfcwww.tMtter.com/NoCoalRy4stone

kMthoutwater, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism
THE EFFECTS ON NATIVE ANIMALS AND PLANTS:
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological
communities which could be lost. NSW BioNet has recorded 293 threatened or endangered
species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss ofsh habitat and
threatened sh species.
i The riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek could be lost The Swamp
Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of Coze Creek is thoroughly unique and would
be under threat
Mnes would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively
impact on the value of the amazing World Heritage area on our doorstep.
THE EFFECTS ON ABORIGINAL HERITAGE:
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There area significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and
ceremonial sites, that are at risk.
Fvbnyof these are not yetolficiallydocumented.
Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area. This is despite the documentation of local records as well as local
knowledge pointing to manymore sites.
Significant sites have alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protect
these sites.
SOCIAL & HEALTH IFvFLICATIONS:
Pir, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
Underground mines must bring the coal to the surface
The Hunter Valley is now considered a pollution 'hotspot. It has some of the highest rates for
respiratory and cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heaWsehides on our local and rural roads.
The qualityof our roads is alreadysery poor and theyare not suited to increased or heavy load
traffic.
Noise and vibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heavy earthmoing equipment and
machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7 datie a week
Coal is likelyto be transported on uncovered trains, trucks or overhead conveyors running
through our towns, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Air qualitywould be reduced due to coal dust from blasting, mining and transporting coal.
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negati vely
impact our mental wellbeing
The transient and shift work nature of miners can often result in an increase in aolence and
crime in the affected and nearby communities.
Socioeconomic dtades form, as locals are often unable to compete with the high wages of
miners who drive up housing and other costs.
THE EFFECTS OF LOC1L ECONOMi':
Large areas would be affected coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas
cover approsmately32,700 ha of land and would directlyaffect 180 landholders.
www.rystonecfc.com www.facebook.com/rtitstonecfcwww.tvAfter.com/NoCoalRs4stone
ii There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose theirwater, and producttse agricultural lands would be dug up or left
fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industryin the region include vineyards, eke grows, horse studs, beef and sheep
farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, softfurnishings and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines provide a ow of revenue to governments and their (rsostiyforeign) owners, however, the ow onto local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen.
The Hunter is the biggest coal eortterrninal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to followthe mines and 'eryfew additional local jobs are created. Like manyiridustries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the nerie years, mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent of newjobs
across all ofAistralia.
Justthe threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the essting businesses as people stop investing or move away— even if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get approved. This has alreadyhappened in nearbyUlan, VVoIIar and B4ong.
.1 The cost of king, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as theycannot compete with the high wages miners
receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as theyno longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the veryreason strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required.
QUESTION WHY WE NEED MORE COAL:
NSW government's own net-zero goal
NSWgovernment's 2021 Intergenerational report forecasts decreased royalties from thermal
coal as international demand falls, both globallyand from two of our major coal customers,
Japan and South Korea.
The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the
long-term as renewable electricity generation becomes more vable
The International EnergyPgency, called for an immediate ban on new oil, coal and gas
development
The G7 agreed to end government support for new coal power by end of 2021
I World wide trend to move to sustainable energysources
1 The premise supporting the release of these areas undermines and contradicts more recent
government policies. ISSUES WITH THE PRIA PROCESS ITSELF:
The problem with a 'proAsionaI assessment'. If onlya preliminary assessment is done, the full extent of the social, economic and environmental
impacts on the areas remains unknown and recommendations made for release of the areas for exploration based on incomplete information.
This will be putting landholders and residents in a state of limbo, unsure if their
eww.rylstonecfc.com www.facebook.com/Nstonecfcwww.tvAfter.00m/NoCoalRy4stone
3
It even contradicts its own strategic statement about the future"
This region is not reliant on coal.
This reasoning is analogous to stating drug rehabilitation is needed while introducing heroin to a community.
Homes and livelihoods will be lost As it is, some people are wondering if theywill bother
rebuilding afterthe res when theymaylose it all again, this time permanentiy.
DPIE has said the PRIAwilI be a desktop assessment However, there is limited data forthe
area, so conclusions maybe drawn without sufficient detail available.
The depth of assessment does not sufficiently address issues that would come to light with a full En'ironmentaI Impact Statement Water is
likelyto be a huge issue as the Hawkins Rumker Ganguddy-Kelgoola areas are instrumental to the health of the Cudgegong River and all that
relies on it downstream. This is unlikelyto be addressed in a 'preliminary assessment
Lack of transparency- No transparent method has been provided for how the Government will weight and evaluate the submissions.
This submission process is the onlytime the communitywill have anysayin the process until we are presented with the NSWCabinet's
decision.
Lack of real community consultation. The PRlAprocess is as a result of the Independent Commission Against Corruption recommendations that
there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industry and Environment has been aware of these coal release areas for
over a year, yet it has onlyissued notices for consultation in June 2021. The community consultations occurred after the submission portal was
alreadyopen - In-person consultation was capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in Mjdgee (there are over 3000 people
in the greater Ryistone region). \Mth COAD outbreaks in Sydney, the in-person consultation moved to an online format, with less than one week's
notice. This area has poor internet connectisityand the people here are not highlyintemet savvy. Eqected participation dropped rapidlywith the
move to online meetings.
Kind Regards,
Annabel Mjrray
Low Carbon Livng Blue Fvbuntains https:/,lowcathonlivng-bluemountains.com.au/
Blue Fvbuntains World Heritage Institute https:/twbmwhi.org/
UNSW Science & Ecology Unit https :/M.ecosyatem.unsw.edu.au/research-projects/conservetion-praclice
Third Ave Katoomba
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Yes
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3122
Submission
Alowing coal exploration in the Hawkins and Rumker area is a precursor for coal mining, and the establishment of new coal mines should not be
a priorityin 2021.
Climate change is the greatest threat to humanity. There is a global trend tosteerawayfrom highlypolluting coal power towards renewable
energy The NSWCcwrnment has its own netzero emissions target as well as reports forecasting decreased profitabilityfrom coal as global
demand drops. /s such, commissioning a new coal project in the Hawkins and Rumker areas works againstthe NSWGemment's supposed
goals.
tvbreoer, the local en'Aronment, flora and fauna of the Hawkins and Rumker areas will be adserselyaffected bya coal mine. Aloss of beautyand
biodhersitywill likelylead to reduced tourism in the area, adversely affecting the local economy.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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COPE
Submission
Al i can sayis what sort of world are we leerng for our kids..this is disgraceful and there must be otherways to get revenue into the
system Australia needs to look overseas where the alternative options are practiced. We need more educated people running the country. I totally
oppose this decision...

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
No
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Naarm
Submission
Director Energyarrd Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and Ensironment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta NSW2124
Emma Wndle
St. Abans \Ac2031
16th August 2021
Acknowledgment to Country

Yiradhu marang bitwmbul
Yuwindhu Emma Wind
Ngadhu Wradjuri Dharawal Yinaa on VVonnarua ngurambaang.
Ngadhu ngunha ngadhi Yindamarra to biembul mudrganggalang-bu bitwmbul maymgalarig to maradhalnha-bu giyra-bu.
Ngadhu naaarra ngindhu dharrayYindamarra-bu yanhambilanha dhagaanhabiy birrrrabinabirra ngurambaang ngindhu winys.
rchndaang guwu
Hello all.
Mg name is Emma Wndl
I am a Wradyjri Yinaa with ties to other Nations. I am liing on VVonnarua Nation as a guest
I acknowledge each of myPncestors and the nation lam on the VVurundjeri Nation.
I give mythanks and respects to my,Ancestors -past, present and future. I welcome you toreador listen to the important topic which are
discussed within the below document
Please take a moment to acknowledge the great leadership, strength and empowering people who haw come before us and have worked
tirelessly toward making the present and future a better future.
Please take a moment to acknowledge and thank the Ancestors and leaders still here, who have sacrificed so much so that we have been able to
sure and to heal.
Please thank Mother Earth and Countryfor all that she gives us and affords us everyday.
Please acknowledge the commitment and live she gives us with every breath that we take.
Ensure you thank and acknowledge all she gives in your own wayand in your own time for she provides you with
I ask that you walk with respect upon mother earth and the couritrythat you live, work, study and trawl upon and through.
I ask you acknowledge all you have been afforded and the pri'ileges you are given -such as filling your lungs with precious and dean -notto
mention Aital oxygen.
Always was —Aways Will Be —Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples lands, skies, seas, waterways and more.
Aboriginal and Tones Strait Islander peoples are the true Traditional Custodians of this land. Our contract with Gunhidhaagun shows this from the
wryfirst sunrise.
Sowreigntywas never and will never be ceded

Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
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I ha'e onlyjust been able to, with great difficulty I add, write this complete and utter objection I am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal
exploration upon mycountry—Wradyori Countryof which lam one of the Traditional Custodians. My reasons and/or how it will impact me are
outlined below.
r'name is Emma Wndl, lam a Wradyjri Dharawal Yinaa, with familial, cultural and kinship ties to manyother nations. The reason I ha'e so
manyties to other nations is because of icuasion, genocide, assimilation, and complete removal of mypeople from the Wradyjn countryof which
mypeople lied upon -peacefullyfor all of millennia. lam li'Ang on \Nurendjeri Nation currently.
lam a 38-year-old Yinaa who is one of the traditional custodians and caretakers ofWradjuri Nation (of which Sceereigntyhas never been and
never will be ceded) and a member of the Dabee clan of which includes Ganguddyand surrounding areas. M,ikicestors have been li'ing
alongside the flora, fauna and king off of Gunhi-dhaan-bu ngurambaang -bu for and since millennia/the ryfirst sunrise.
Athough I li'e on Wjrendjeri Nation, I often go back to ngurambaang to 'Asit family, to practice and learn culture, as well as teaching language and
culture whilst I am on nguarambaang. I run cultural workshops in Kandos also when I hae the opportunity. I ha'e been going back to Counfryfor
approsimatelyhcue been 34 years, as I lived on Wradjuri countryforthe flrst4 years of mylife. As the historical records show in Kandos, M.jdgee
and manyotherareas myDabee familyhas worked and lied in and around the Ganguddyarea since the white people brutallyand harshIyin'sded
and decimated my Dabee Ancestors and have been e'er since Mjfamilyare instrumental in creating a success of manyof the stations in the area,
namely Dabee Station, where it is recorded myAncestors worked for manyyears.
Let me be very clear and I hope that you are reading. I am opposed to the Hawkins and Rumker areas being opened for coal erploration. This is a
precursor to coal mining and needs to be stopped now. This will not eer change.
Below I outline some, however not all of the issues which are of concern to myself and to myWradjuri people.
lit is evident and quite dearthat no one in your office or the go'ernment has genuinelyand appropriately undertaken research and how a proposed
mine or mining licence will destroy, impact and damage our sacred areas forever.
This saddens me a greatdeal. I beliee if this were your families sacred areas, or impacted yourself and your history, culture, religion, legacyand
so much more; you would most certainlybe acting in a completely different manner.
I must ask; ha'e you no conscience?
Does it not bother you that you are potentially digging up and disturbing the graes of my people -their bones, their souls/spirits?
How would you feel if this were happening to your loved ones?
Do you not have respect for another's family?
THE EFFECTS ON WATER SOURCES
• One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies.
• Mnes have a significant negative impact on the water resources of a local area.
• E'en wqloratorydrilling can crack and drain underground aquifers. The supplyof water in creeks and rivers decreases.
• Once the water is gone, it is lost forever. Water cannot be brought back once it is depleted, used and abused just as you are doing. We ha'e learnt
this from the droughts we have had cuer the years.
• Coal mining consumes appr0srma1e1y653 litres for each tonne of coal produced Our precious and sacred water should not be used for such
purposes.
• Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and ha'e destroyed biodiersityin waterways. Would you be
comfortable allowing yourself, your friends and familyto drink the contaminated water - to shower in it? How about watering your egetable garden
and using this water to cook your food in it?
• Subsistence from exploration and mining can crack rock substrate and lower watertabies. Does this bother you? Do you care you are damaging
these and more -fore'er?
• The Ryfatone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong Rierfeeds into the water supplies of
Ryistone Dam and Wndamere Dam. Our people drink from this, shower in this, water egetable gardens and such -do you reallybeliee this
should be used for these purposes?
• The proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Ryistone, Kandos, Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to Mdgee mayalso
be negatietyimpacted. There has been and is enough of an impact already—do not make an men bigger detrimental and negative impact.
• This region recently came out of long drought. What will happen in our next drought if there is coal mine using so much of our water? I will tell
you. The farms and food producers will go into liquidation, bankruptcyand will most likely need to see up as theywill not be able to afford the huge
cost of carting copious amounts of water to their property on a continuous basis.
• Wthoutwater, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism. Wth what will we tight bushfres? Wth no water
cusilable, the whole area burns -it is as simple as that and we lose e'erj4hing. If there is no agriculture and tourism, there is no communities and
that means death of yet another lithe community who did not ask for a mine.
THE EFFECTS ON NATIVE AN1M5L5 AND PLANTS:
• There are a lot of endangered fora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost. NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA Someone did not do their research sufficiently, when
theyfbbed and said there was no impact upon flora and fauna -including all the endangered species this includes and their habitats.
• Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species. Do not mess with our water
ways and water systems. Lea'e it as is and leave mycountry alone. If you di'ert or interfere water and waterways, you are just asking for trouble.
Look at the problems that have already been caused by you 'professionals' doing this elsewhere.
• The riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek could be lost. The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Coss Creek is thoroughly unique and would be under threat Does this bother you? It bothers me a great deal. We need these to allow for habitats
to continue to thrive and sura'e.
• Vines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatwhlyimpact on the 'value of the amang World Heritage
area on our doorstep. lam positi'e tourists do not and ha'c not'isited the area with the intention of seeing the 2nd largest canyon to be greeted
with unsightlyand unpleasant'iews of coal mine -to be hacking up a lungs from dust and pollution mining would cause.

THE EFFECTS ON ABORIGINAL HERITAGE.
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk
• IVbnyof these are not yet official lydocumented. The esrsting Hawkins Rumker Re'Aew of Emironmental Factors incorrectly states there are no
known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area. This is despite the documented official records as well as local knowledge
pointing to manymore sites.
• Significant sites hme alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protect these sites.
You ha'e taken enough ofmypeoples heritage, culture, legacyand sacred sites and absolutely annihilated each and e'erysite. Is that not enough
for you, that you have done this time and time and not care? You cannot obliterate our lands and sacred sites and then be all "oops, we will go fix
that right up, once we hme taken what we want from the ground".
No, as once it is gone, it is gone and you ham taken more from us.
Do you realise that you are going to be digging up the bones of myPncestors? Does that bother you or are you too full of greed that you do not care
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SOCIAL & HEALTH lMLlCATlONS:
• Par, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites. Underground mines must bring the coal to the
surface
• The Hunter Valley is now considered a pollution hotspot'. It has some of the highest rates for respiratory and cardiac conditions in NSW. I lived in
the HunterValleyfrom the age of 4 sears old and I can attest to the high rates of respiratory illness which were brought on by pollution from the coal
mines.
• There would be a lot more traffic, including heaW'ehicles on our local and rural roads.
• The quality of our roads is alreadyery poor and theyare not suited to increased or heavy load traffic. Historically, mines in this council area have
been loath to put money into ftang anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
• Noise and vibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heaearthmosng equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day,
7 days aweek
• Coal is likelyto be transported on uncovered trains, trucks or overhead conveyors running through our towns, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
• Afr qualitywould be reduced due to coal dust from blasting, mining and transporting coal.
• Mnes would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negati vely impact our mental wellbeing.
• The transient and shift work nature of miners can often result in an increase in 'Jolence and crime in the affected and nearby communities.
• Socioeconomic dfudes form, as locals are often unable to compete with the high wages of miners who drive up housing and other costs.
THE EFFECTS OF LOCAL ECONOMK
• Large areas would be affected coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cover appromately 32,700 he of land and would
directlyaffect 180 landholders.
• There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural lands would be dug up or left
fallow.
• The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses.
Businesses that have helped build the tourism industryin the region include vineyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep farms, ecutourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, softfumishings and knick-knacks for example. These businesses are
incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines. Give the mines a licence and all of the hard work of business owners and their
staff are for nothing -myfamilymembers who own businesses included.
• Mnes pro'Ade a flow of rcaenue to governments and their (mosfiyforeign)
owners, however, the flow on to local businesses and local communities is generally not seen. Ojrtowns do not and will not see anyrceenue for
the area.
• The Hunter is the biggest coal rnqortterminal, yet theyonly contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes overseas. What
happened to your commitment to lesson carbon emissions and such? Do you conenientlyget amnesia when moneycomes to your eves on your
deskwith these mining proposals?
• Mning is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and 'eryfew additional local jobs are created. Like manyindustries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the nextfle sears, mining is predicted to createjust 0.4 percent of new jobs
across all of,Australia.
• Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the existing businesses as people stop investing or move away— een if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get appro'ed. This has alreadyhappened in nearbyUlan, Wollar and B4ong. Do you think you could learn from the past
and not do this? I know it maybe difficult to admityxu messed up in a majorwayon manyfronts, however man or woman up and keep your hands
off mycountry
• The cost of li'Ang, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot compete with the high wages miners
receive. It is alreadytough enough for people to live, add Ihing in a countrytown and everything is alreadymore expensive re dailylKing. Don't make
it e'en harder.
• Local towns dose once the mines move on as theyno longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the veryreason strategies such as Iransitioning communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required. I bet you don'tfactor that into this when you are looking at giving mining licences.
OUES11ct'l: W-IYVVE NEED MORE COAL?
Have you not already done enough damage to mother earth???
• NSWgceernment's own net-zero goal —07 summit anyone?
• NSWgceernment's 2021 Intergenerational reportforecasts decreased royalties from thermal coal as international demand falls, both globally
and from two of our major coal customers, Japan and South Korea. We are meant to be looking atways to be sustainable and go green -did you
have a lapse in memoryand commitment to not only'Aistralia', but the world?
• The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more iable —whyare you looking at mining, you should be looking at renewable energy— notice the solar power grids going toward
Dubbo?? Thetis wtiatyxu do, not mining -sillysausages.
• The International Energyency, called for an immediate ban on new oil, coal and gas development— s000o, whyare we here discussing mining
in 2021?
• The G7 agreed to end government support for new coal power byend of 2021 -well if you did not realise it - and I know COVID has done a
number on manyof us, so let me help you out— it is August 2021 —so wtiyin the world are you trying to okaya mine? Pgain, sillysausages.
• Worldwide trend to move to sustainable energysources -should you not be looking atways for this -instead of ways to continually destroy our
sacred lands?
• The premise supporting the release of these areas undermines and contradicts more recent government policies.
• It even contradicts its own strategic statement about the future of coal. 'Opening up the Hawkins and Rumker areas is diametrically opposed to
the stated intent of'gKing our coal reliant communities time to adapt'. This region is not reliant on coal. This reasoning is analogous to stating
drug rehabilitation is needed while introducing heroin to a community. Ch, lookey lookey here - will you look atthat - 'Opening up the Hawkins and
Rumker areas is diametrically opposed to the stated intent of "gKing our coal reliant communities time to adapt". Someone say hypocrisy?? I do!
ISSUES WITH THE PRIA PROCESS ITSELF
• The problem with a prceisional assessment. lf only a preliminary assessment is done, the full extent of the social, economic and enaronmental
impacts on the areas remains unknown and recommendations made for release of the areas for rnqi/oration based on incomplete information
This will be putting landholders and residents in a state of limbo, unsure if their homes and liselihoods will be lost As it is, some people are
wondering if they will bother rebuilding after the fires when they may lose it all again, this time permanently.
• DPIE has said the PRIAwill be a desktop assessment However, there is limited data for the area, so conclusions maybe drawn without
sufficient detail mailable.
• The depth of assessment does not sufficiently address issues thatwould come to light with a full Ensironmental Impact Statement. Water is likely
to be a huge issue as the Hawkins Rumker Ganguddy-Kelgoola areas are instrumental to the health of the Cudgagong River and all that relies on
it downstream. This is unhikelyto be addressed in a 'preliminary/ assessment.
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• The Hawkins Rumker Re'iew of Enironmental Factors prepared bythe Go'emment is fundamentallyf awed. The geographical area does not
correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area,
and no threatened flora and fauna. One questions how the government can assure that ariyfuture wqloration licenses would include "strict
enironmental management conditions to protect native vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and community'elues" when their own
esploration approval failed to do this. Well, well, well ... someone did not do their homework again ... someone is a naughty little poppet then huh.
Any schoolteacher, mother or father will tell you that you must always do your research in a proper, thorough and very honest manner. Someone is
a little fibber head and this person/s is in need of going to the naughtycorner and haing sometime out Thinking about what they have done. We all
should know lying never works out for you and you will always get found out
• Lack of transparency- No transparent method has been prceided for how the Government will weight and evaluate the submissions. You eqDect
the people of 'Australia' to be honest and transparent, yet the government is not and does not have the same respect or hold themselves to these
high standards. Naughty, naughty people.
• This submission process is the onlytime the communitywill have any sayin the process until we are presented with the NSW Cabinet's
decision. Well, this is not a nice gesture now is it? Did someone not get the memo or lesson from their teachers, mum or dad that everyone gets a
turn with the talking stick? That everyone's opinions and voices matter and should be heard? This is most disappointing to be honest I bet some
peoples mum's and dad's are disappointed in them right now —I know land my parents are disappointed - as it is a belief long ingrained that
everyone matters.
• Lack of real community consultation. The PRlAprocess is as a result of the Independent Commission Against Corruption recommendations that
there should be communityconsultation. The Department of Planning, Industry and EnAronment has been aware of these coal release areas for
over a year, yet it has onlyissued notices for consultation in June 2021. The community consultations occurred after the submission portal was
alreadyopen In-person consultation was capped at four groups of 50 people, with one of these lobe held in Mjdgee (there are over 3000 people
in the greater Rt4stone region). Wth COV1D outbreaks in Sydney, the in-person consultation moved loan online format, with less than one week's
notice. This area has poor internet connecthtyand the people here are not highlyinternet sawy. Eqected participation dropped rapidlywith the
move to online meetings Nowthis, this is again quite sneakyand verynaughty That is not nice in the slightestway. You are not being nor playing
fair with this consultation thing. Anyone and everyone should have the opportunityto speak and be consulted. Especially Traditional Custodians of
the Wradjuri lands of who you are directly and negati'elyimpacting fore'er. Government go or, and on about being and doing better with consulting
with us, yetyou don't and you certainly do not gi enough notice. Quite mischievous of an act if you ask me. Tsk tsk The naughty comer needs a
'visit again —for many of you.
Vvhat is this nonsense about a little ad on the paper too? Come on now—that is not a nice thing to do at all. Please insert sad face here. Such
mean and reckless actions right there. Hoping we would not notice. Deary, dearyme -such an ill-beha'ed bunch you all are. Lucky the cane went
out offavour long ago. My goodness, you would all be frightfully sore from getting that on your bottoms you naughty little people.
I must say, lam deeplyhurt, sad and so verydisappointed in you each for e'en thinking this would ever be acceptable. That you could ever do this
soul destroying act is beyond comprehension.
Put yourself in my position -prospect that you are losing everything. Your identity, your sacred spaces and places -all that is near and dear to you,
then tell me it would be okay with you -I guarantee you would be grie'Jng and feeling as I do.
Tell me you would be okay with someone causing more trauma, more despair and digging up your Ancestors -destroying everything you hold dear
and lust chucking it all awayfor money... I bet you would not be okay in my shoes.
Look atthis as though this is yourfamily, your culture, your memories, sacred spaces and spaces - as if this is yourfamilybeing dug up and
disturbed . . . see how painful that contemplation is.
It is such a painful thing to comprehend that you can vote yes to destroying all that is of me. M,iidentity, myhowe, myplace in the world. That you
can callouslykill myCountryand she entails because ofa useless and needless, not to mention undesired mine.
Emma Wndle
AWradjuri Dharawal Yinna who wants her ngurambaang left in peace. Her Ancestors left to rest in peace, and sacred sites, artifacts flora and
fauna, mammals and water systems left alone.
Hands off my Country— she deserves better and so do Wradyori peoples - the Traditional Custodians of the lands, waterways, flora, fauna and
habitats.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples are the true Traditional Custodians of this land. Our contract with Gunhi-dhagaan shows this from the
veryfrst sunrise.
Sovereigntywas never and will never be ceded

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/08/2021 8:01:34 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 20:01
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Jackie
Last name
Radisich
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Newtown, 2042
Submission
Thank you for allowing community consultation on this coal exploration project
Mg primary concern with further coal exploration is its role in contributing to climate change.
I appreciate that the NSWGeernment has taken this concern into account, as noted in the Hawkins and Rumker PRIAFPQs, with its approach for
transilioning to a low carbon future, while recognising 'the ongoing importance of the coal industryto NSW oer the next few decades".
Since that F2 had been produced, the lntergceernmental Panel on Climate Change's has released its Sixth Assessment Report detailing the
current science on climate change. The resoudrring concern expressed forworsening climate change within our lifetimes is deeply concerning for
me. The observed and predicted worsening of heatwaes, heavy precipitation, droughts, and bushfires are etdent alreadywithin the Australian
context. NSWresidents onlyneed to look backatthe 2019-2020 bushllres to know how presentand terrifying a warming world poses.
This concern for climate change is no longer a niche one, and is palpable to broader Australia. Farmers are increasingly speaking out on the
effects climate change is heang on their li'elihood. General practionners are ha'ing to deal with the impacts of heatwaes on the young and elderly
(particularly pertinent to NSW, where Penrith was the hottest place on earth Jan 2020) lnestment managers in superannaufion funds are ha/ng
to take climate change into accounts as a investment risk (as with Fvtsrk MVeigh and Rest).
I appreciate that coal mining, processing and export mayrepresent a significant source of indirect and direct jobs for some local and regional
economies. Howe'er, if CO'1D-19 has shown me anything, it has demonstrated how go'ernments can make tough decisions to Iockdown, for the
greater good of the community, e'en if it means sacrificing economic acthity.
I've seen State and Local Gewrnmerrts lead the charge on climate change, helping to implement solar/wind projects, and prceidejobs in a
prosperous industry. Increasing use of renewable energyin homes and in the private sectors bodes well. If the NSWGewrnmentcould act in the
spirit of urgencythat climate change presents, and reject further coal projects, that would gi'e me a lot more hope for the future.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/0812021 7:50:34 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 19:50
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Soraa
Last name
Defteros
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Newport 3015
Submission
lam in complete disagreement with the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration which implies coal digging and the destruction of
significant First Nations cultural sites.
As a white person I understand my duty to stand alongside the traditional owners of the country I live upon when they request protection for their
culture, land and livelihoods. The government must listen to the requests of First Nations people in this area and proside continued and
guaranteed protection to their cultural sites.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/0812021 7:48:01 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 19:48
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Zoe
Last name
Figgis
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
3065
Submission
18/10/21

Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

I am against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration.

lam 20 sears of age and have been visiting the area for 10 years.
You are welcome to draw on any of the information you like, but please remember to change the wording a bit into your own words so that they do
not cons ider this a 'form letter' and give it low weighti ng. The references used are all available on our website if you would like to get more
information from them.

Issues with the PRlAProcess
The Hawkins Rumker REF that the Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. One
questions how the government can assure that any future exploration licenses would include "strict environmental management conditions to
protect native vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and community values" , when their own exploration process couldn't get it right
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentives for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industryand
Environment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a war, however they only issued notices for
community consultation in June 2021.
Community consultations were advertised for 29 and 30 July2021, yet the portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June
2021 The onlypeople in the region who were notified were landowners who properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart
from this, the onlyother notification provided were one-off advertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the nearly3000 residents in
surrounding areas on R4stone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Oirida and Kelgoola. Why is it that these people would not be notified of
potential new coal release areas when they receive their water from the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through these
areas?
The community consultation meeting were capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to beheld in rulidgee. How could this possiblybe
a real attempt to have consultation with a population of near1y3000 people?
There is no transparencyin how the Grsernmentwill weight and evaluate the submissions during the PRlAprocess. The Government has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes publiclyrseilable priorto its submission to Cabinet. This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in providing frank and independent adsice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.

Worldwide trend to move to sustainable energysources
The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to dedine in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more viable.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mining in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Government describes one of its four actions is
supporting diversification of coal-reliant regional economies to assistwith the phase-out of thermal coal mining
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries have followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
committed to move awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal.
This sear, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation by end of 2021.
The International Energy Agency Roadmap forthe global energysector states the world's coal will decline tojust one fifth of current levels by2040,
and to one tenth by 2050

Vt/eter
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One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores. Exploration and mining can
have significant impacts on the water resources of local area. Drilling can crack and drain underground aquifers 10, 11. Once the water is gone, it
is lost forever.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and haw destroyed biodi'ersityin waterways.
The R1stone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of
Rf stone Dam and VMndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Rytatone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to rvbdgee may also be negatwnlyimpacted.
Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushfires with.

Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LG&
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Coss Creek is thoroughly uniquel6 and would be under threat.
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value of the amazing Wrtd Heritage
area on our doorstep.

Aboriginal Heritage

There area significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a duty as a
nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have aireadybeen destroyed bymiriing and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites

Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas coer approsimately 32,000 ha of land and would
directly affect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural
lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include vineyards, olive grows, horse studs, beef and sheep
farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, softfurnishings and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostlyforeign) owners, however, the flow on to local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen. The Hunter in the biggest coal eqort terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes
overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and veryfewadditional local jobs are created. Like manyindustries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the nentfle years, mining is predicted to createjust 0.4 percent of new jobs
across all ofAjstralia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the existing businesses as people stop investing or move away— e'en if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get appro'ed. This has already happened in nearby Ulan, Willar and By1ong.
The cost of living, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as theycannot compete with the high wages miners
receive.
Local towns close once the mines mow on as they no longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the very reason strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required.

Social & health implications
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valleyis now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW
There would be a lot more traffic, including heaysvehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase from mine workers travelling to
and from work. The qualityof our roads is already very poor and theyare not suited to increased or heateload traffic. Historically, mines in this
council area have been loath to put moneyinto fixing anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and vibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heaysearthmceing equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, and bycoal being transported out on trains and trucks running through our towns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel for kilometres.
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, siolence, sexual assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are already being felt as people experience anxietyand stress about the threat to their re9i0n28 and economic stability

I wish myname to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: Yes

Yours sincerely,

Zoe Figgis
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/0812021 7:47:08 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 19:47
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
3011
Submission
Our land needs to be protected not destroyed! No matter the amount of money, it will neer be able to make up for the destruction you will cause
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/0812021 7:33:11 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 19:33
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
2177
Submission
This is sacred lend. This proposal is absolutely not on.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/0812021 7:26:31 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 19:26
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
3011
Submission
To whom it may concern
I am opposed to the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and needs to be stopped now.
Furthermore, it shows a deep and shameful level of disrespect to the Indigenous and first owners of the land of the Hawkins and Rumker areas,
interfering with tens of cultural sites and contributing to climate change.
I ask you reconsider this decision.
rheny thanks,

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/0812021 7:15:57 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 19:15
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam submitting on behalf of myorganisalion

Name
First name
Jane
Last name
Paul
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Orange
Submission
The NSWBird Allassers are extremelyconcemed at the prospect of there being further releases of areas for coal exploration. Every new opening of
areas for coal mining will have serious and devastating effects on the birds that use such areas for habitat Threats to these habitats mayindude
that of threatened or endangered species. Few parts of our state still contain old-growth vegetation and undisturbed vegetation, which are vital as
well for other species of fauna and fore.
These areas need protection, not exploitation. In 'Jew of the fact that it is possible to produce energy bymeans other than the use of coal, this group
challenges the wisdom of anyproposal that can enable coal exploration and ensuing mining thatwill lead to increasing the rate of climate change,
not assuage it, and will continue to destroy our en'Jronment.
Yours sincerely
Jane Paul
Conservation Officer NSW Bird 5lIassers
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/0812021 7:15:52 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 19:15
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
locky
Last name
chong
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
o connor
Submission
I am opposed to the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and needs to be stopped now.
V'vhycan we hate nothing that is sacred? Why must you let these people take at the expense of the eco system

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/0812021 7:00:38 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 19:00
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Darren
Last name
Baguley
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Nullo bbuntain 2849
Submission
In my initial submission - there are more to come - I wish to point out that Department of Planning, Industry and Ensironmenfs entire PRlAprocess
is invalid on the grounds that department did not complywith its own Art, i.e. the NSWEcetronmental Planning and Assessment Act (EP&Act).
I ha'e re'ewed an assessment of the REF undertaken by NSW Government agencies prior to undertaking drilling operations to prceide preliminary
geological information. The resulting REF was used as an approval document for the Hawkins Rumker project, howeser, the rceiew found there
were fundamental flaws in the REF and as a result the entire Hawkins Rumker PRlAprocess is invalid and should cease until a proper rceiew can
be done.
While it mayseem arrogant lobe reminding a gosemment department of its obligations, the fact is that DPIE has not followed its own legislation.
The REF was prepared for the Hawkins Rumker Project in 2015 by Coal and Petroleum Geosdence Resources & Energy— Meitland Department of
Industry under Part 5 of the NSW EP&A/ct - as are all REFs. Under the Act, proponents must 'examine and take into account to the fullest extent
possible all matters affecting or likelyto affect the enronment by reason of that activtV.
The minimum statutory requirements that must be considered are set out in Clause 228 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment
Regulation 2000 (EP&ARegulation) and in the guideline Is an [IS required? -Best Practice &jidelines for Part 5 of the Ermfronmental Planning
and Assessment PcI 1979.
The departments rcetew was limited in its scope, and onlyconsidered four aspects of the REF, namely.
1. The proposed actiaty
2. The assessment of impacts on water
3. The assessment of threatened flora
4. The assessment of Aboriginal heritage
The review found that the Hawkins Rumker Project REF did not "examine and take into account to the fullest extent possible all matters affecting or
likelyto affect the eceironment by reason of that actisit/. It has not properlyassessed the threatened fora in the area, nor the Aboriginal heritage. It
does not complywith the EP&APct and has drawn conclusions based on limited and inadequate assessments."
Specific failings include: underestimating the area of disturbance ensuing from 27 drill sites byorders of magnitude; inadequate pro'Asion for the
protection of groundwater resources, inaccurate information derising from an online database with known inadequacies rather than conducting an
on the ground ecological assessment an easilyfalsified claim there was no Aboriginal heritage in the project area and ,et again, failure to
conduct anon the ground assessment "of the area to see if Pboriginal objects can be identified or are likelyto be present below the surface."
As such, the resiew concluded the approval that relied on the REF is invalid, as the approval is flawed, and as such, the actisities associated with it
i.e., the Hawkins Rumker PRIA should not have proceeded and the current process for which this text is a submission for is invalid.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/08/2021 6:59:49 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 18:59
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Claire
Last name
Trewna
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
3011
Submission
As the proposed coal mine is located within at least 28 sacred Indigenous sites, this build can not go ahead. It is disrespectful to the Indigenous
people of this land and around Australia. Protect the longest ftang culture in the world byleaing this site untouched.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/08/2021 6:37:25 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 18:37
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
Oinda 2849
Submission
I objectto the veryidea that newcoal mines are being considered in Australia. I live in the proposed area and objecton the basis that I do notwant
to live in or near a coal town/mine, nor see this beautiful area further damaged byindustry. But, more than that, lam disappointed and amazed that I
need to submit anyobjection at all when all that you should need to consider is the IPCC report recently released. Please referto the expert
scientists and the IPCC reportfor all of the reasons that a new mine should not be considered for this area.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

0936
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From:
Sent:

18/08/2021 6:29:48 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 18:29
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Sandra
Last name
Reed
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
tul Nasura 6112
Submission
lam whementlyopposed to this proposed mine. We are in a climate crisis. The latest IPCC report released last week clearly states thatwe haw
entered an apoclyptic era which has been created by human activity. Aid apocyloplic is not an exageratiori. If the IPCC report is insufficient e'Adence
and warnings then look at numerous others such as the CSIRO, NASA the Climate Council reports There have been manywarnings and
reports yet government continues to ignore them to our peril. We haw already experienced out of control wildfires which were immediatelyfollowed
byfloods and the death of se'eral river systems. People haw died. Li'elihoods lost Liwstock and agriculture lost and ecosystems destroyed. It is
the mandate of goAernment and government departments to do what is best for the people, therefore it is your mandate to act aggressieIyon the
climate crisis in order to sae humanity. And yes it is that urgent and yes the science DOES confirm it. Coal (and gas and oil) exploration has to
CEASE this year. Our emissions heAe to reduce by75% by2025 or there is no waythat we will sur'Ave the rndreme temperatures, floods, everincreasing severe weather events, the wildfires That clearly means an absolute NOto this proposal which should not even be up for
consideration. We can clearlyno loinger do the same old same old. Australia is a global embarrassment in its refusal to acknowledge the FACT
thatfossil fuels HA'uE to stayin the ground ifwe are to surwe as a species. It is no longer criminal negligence to not tackle the climate crisis
aggressively- it is murder. And it has alreadybegun. It is todays children who will sufferthe consequences.As I sayit has alreadybegun. Our
media coverage of the wildfires in Greece, Turkey, California etc is (deliberately) brief and has manygaps. Even the Arctic burnt last year and NO
new icecwas made. The permafrost is melting. There are so manywarning milestones that have been passed and we are soon to be atthe point
of no return. btsnyscientists believe itis alreadytoo late. I could bang on about the iumpacton ecosystems and already endangered species such
as the koala who have habitats in hte proposed area butynu already know that you would be doing irreparable envronmaenal damge. Australia
leads the world in mammal e/einctions which is a shameful status to have. We are one of the most arid places On this earth and water securityis
getting more and more critical yet this proposal would use and waste vastamounts of water leaing contamination in its wake. tvbnyof our grould
water systems are now bot tcac and/or the water table has dropped so low that water once available for ecosystems and farmland has
disappeared. Renewable energysources have for a long time been much cheaperthan fossil fuels. It is ludicrous to even consider this mine.
Fossil fuels are toc from startto finish. There are trillions of dollars spent on health care from either direct eyposure or secondary exposure. There
is zerojustifcation for this mine to proceed. P41 fossil fuel industries have to face the reality that they have no social, ethical or moral licence to
continue to deliberately murder the planet which is what theyhave been doing for manydecades, knowing what the end result would be. It has
never been a secret, just puched aside forthe sake of short term profits. It is no linger in someone elses lifetime - it is now. It is time to draw a line
in the sand and put a blanket refusal on E'uERYfossil fuel project in faveur of the many alternatives.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/08/2021 6:19:51 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 18:19
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Cathy
Last name
Gill
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Sydney
Submission
Myname is CathyGill and lam residentofSylney howewr lam deeply concerned aboutthis proposal as the area of the proposed exploration is
eryimportant tome and I would sayall residents of NSW. Those of us who lie in the dtydepend on countryareas to remain pristine and
undamaged as part of our shared heritage. Foremost in my mind is that I think it is way beyond time that the wishes of our First Nations Traditional
Owners should haw their concerns and custodianship respected.
Significant sites ha'e alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites. There are a significant number of
Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk btsnyof these are not yet officially documented. The
existing Hawkins Rumker Reew of Eru4ronmental Factors incorrectly states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places
in the area. This is despite the documented official records as well as local knowledge pointing to manymore sites.
There are significant Health and social effects on nearby communifes of coal mining that have been well documented. Our Enaronment Mnister
Matt Kean 1vLC has taken a strong stand for the erutronment and expanding or creating new coal mines contradicts his promises to the populace
and his and our asion for a clean enAironmental path ahead.
Finally, there is a problem with a 'proAisional assessment'. lfonlya preliminary assessment is done, the full extent of the social, economic and
en'Aronmental impacts on the areas remains unknown and recommendations made for release of the areas for exploration based on incomplete
information. This will be putting landholders and residents in a state of limbo, unsure if their homes and livelihoods will be lost. As it is, some
people are wondering iftheywill bother rebuilding after the fires when theymaylose it all again, this time permanently DPIE has said the PRIAwill
be a desktop assessment However, there is limited data forthe area, so conclusions maybe drawn without sufficient detail available.
The depth of assessment does not sufficiently address issues thatwould come to lightwith a full Ecuironmental Impact Statement. Water is likely
to be a huge issue as the Hawkins Rumker Ganguddy-Kelgoola areas are instrumental to the health of the Cudgegong River and all that relies on
it downstream. This is unhikelyto be addressed in a 'preliminar/ assessment No transparent method has been prcoided for how the Government
will weight and evaluate the submissions. This submission process is the onlytime the communitywill have anysayin the process until we are
presented with the NSWCabinefs decision. This is a failure of responsibilityto all stakeholders so a new fairtransparent process must be put in
place and no approval be made though this flawed process.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/08/2021 6:17:03 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 18:17
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Mlica
Last name
Andrew-Ga'azov
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Duffy, 2611
Submission
Dear NSW Ccsernment,
Myname is Mlica and lam 11 sears old. As a society we need to move forward from fossil fuels and by doing this you would be backtracking on all
the progress we have made
FvNnyoung people like me have theirfutures risked because of all of the coal and mining that you are supporting and I would like for you to
reconsider your decision to allow coal exploration to go ahead.
Regards, Mlica
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/08/2021 6:15:54 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on VVed, 18/08/2021 - 18:15
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
3122
Submission
This land has been cultivated by the Vut.irundjeri people over 60 thousand sears. Or planet is in crisis and we cannot afford to dig up this Earth any
longer. I am a young Victorian and I am worried for my generation's future. Help us in this di mate crisis. Please do not allow the coal exploration to
happen.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/08/2021 5:48:25 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 17:48
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Gedda
Last name
Fortey
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Lyneham ACT 2602
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and Ensironment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta NSW212
18 August 2021
Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. M>'reasons outlined below
The consultation process was flawed with limited opportunityto submit a response and limited community consultation. Consultation meetings
were capped at meetings with a maximum of 50 people. The meetings were only advertised once in a few newspapers. Howeser, On- line
submissions were opened two weeks before these meetings and affected landowners were notified of this process. This process has wcluded
those communities that will be affected bythe Licence, while fa'ouring the siews of land owners that have a financial interest in granting the
Licence.
The Hawkins Rumker REF that the Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. Which
is highlycontested by
Both enironment and Aboriginal groups
This area is rich in natural springs and bores. NSW BioNet has recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional
Council LGA Mining would lead to waterways being disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish
species. The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost. The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the
central part of Coxs Creek is unique and would be under threat.
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites. The neighbouring HunterValleyis now a pollution
'hotspof and has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.
Local Aboriginal People state there are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites that
are at risk. The inadequacyof independent archaeological reports around Aboriginal cultural sites is a national shame. Significant sites have
alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites. We have a dutyto ensure this does not continue. Therefore,
the licence should not be issued until a proper independent report is compiled in conjunction with the agreement and invelvement of the local
Aboriginal.
The current use of the land is sustainable, labour intensive and prosides opportunityfor expanding agricultural export industries. Coal mining is a
capital intensive industrywith relatively low employment; its an extraction industrythat is on the wayout with an ever decreasing global demand. It
is a major contributor to the climate crisis and connected to poor health outcomes and enaronmental damage. It is for these reasons lam against
the Hawkins Rumker coal exploration initiative.
Yours sincerely,
Gedda Fortey
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/08/2021 5:17:57 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 17:17
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam submitting on behalf of myorganisation

Name
First name
dase
Last name
johnston
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
canberra
Submission
I, DaAe Johnston, as Chair of The Australian Indigenous Archaeologists' Association (AAA) submitthis preliminary submission totally rejecting this
proposal to develop the Hawkins and Rumker (NSW) areas for coal exploration.
The Indigenous heritage values (Wradjuri) have not adequately been assessed documented or realised, nor have the Indigenous custodians (the
Wradjuri, First Nations Peoples)and community been consulted adequately
We will not allow the NSWGoAernmentto go down the same path that the Western Australian Government has - resulting in the destruction of
Juukan Gorge and showing blatant racist blatant attitude to the rights of the local Indigenous Custodians
The AAA Australia's leading independent, Indigenous Cultural Heritage Advisory Body, will welcome the opportunityto submit further detailed
representations on this proposed project, pertaining to:
1)Urgentlyrequired Indigenous Heritage Site Assessments and Indigenous Heritage Values ,Assessments; and
2) ktiAce around vitallyneeded local Indigenous Community consultations regarding this project and its impacts on the Wradjuri communityand
country.
Proponents and the NSW Government be warned.., Australia's Aboriginal Communities' will not tolerate another Juukan Gorge situation. It is time
to slow down the process and consult properly.
AAA is happyto proide general adice on best practice for Indigenous Cultural Heritage Consultations (V/tradjuri First Nation Peoples in this
case) and minimum standard Indigenous Cultural Heritage (Social Significance) assessments relating to this proposal if requested.
Yours in Culture!
Dave Johnston
Chair
Australian Indigenous Archaeologists' Association (J
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/08/2021 5:17:52 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 17:17
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Annie

Last name
Nielsen
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Wnston Hills
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and Ensironment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta N5W2124
Annie Nielsen
Wnston Hills 2153
18 August, 2021
Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration forthe reasons outlined below.
Issues with the PRlAProcess
The Hawkins Rumker REFthatthe Government prepared states there are no known Aboriginal objects ordedared Aboriginal places in the area,
and no threatened fauna and fauna. How can the government assure the public that anyfuture exploration licenses would include "strict
enrironmental management conditions to protect native vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and community ralues" , when they
haven't been able to get it right
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentives for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industryand
En'Aronment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumkerfora year, howerertheyonlyissued notices for
community consultation in June 2021.
There is no transparency in how the Gawrnmentwill weight and evaluate the submissions during the PRlAprocess. The Government has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes publiclyarailable priorto its submission to Cabinet. This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in providing frank and independent adrice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.
Worldwide trend to more to sustainable energysources
The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand will decline in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more riable.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mning in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Government describes one of its four actions is
supporting diversification of coal-reliant regional economies to assist with the phase-out of thermal coal mining
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries have followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
committed to mow awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal.
This year, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation by end of 2021
The International Energy Agency Roadmap forthe global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current lewIs by2040,
and to one tenth by2050. This is due to the massive effects on the planet of continuing to release Greenhouse Gas Emissions. If people weren't
convinced the PR6 report from the IPCC released last tvbndayshould conrince all governments to not approve coal exploration anywhere in NSW
or the rest of Australia.
Water
One of the greatest threats is to the region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores. Exploration and mining can
have significant impacts on the water resources of a local area. Drilling can crack and drain underground aquifers. Once the water is gone, it is lost
forever.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodirersityin waterways.
The Ryistone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of
Rytstone Dam and Wndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Rylstone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla: water flow to Ivtjdoee mavalso be neoatirelvimoacted.
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Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism.
Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Vrbstern Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Cons Creek is thoroughly uniquel6 and would be under threat
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negattwly impact on the value of the amazing VAbrld Heritage
area on our doorstep.
Aboriginal Heritage
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We hae a dutyas a
nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites ha'e already been destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to protect these sites.
Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas coer approAmately32,000 ha of land and would
directlyaffect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water.
The people in the region hae built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This re'enue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include 'Aneysrds, olive gro'es, horse studs, beef and sheep
farms, ace-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, softfurnishings and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines pro'Ade a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostlyforeign) owners, howeer, the flow on to local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen The Hunter is the biggest coal eort terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Reenue; the rest goes
ceerseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and eryfew additional local jobs are created. Like manyindustries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the nedfl'e years, mining Is predicted to createjust 0.4 percent of newjobs
across all ofAistralia.
Just the threat of new mines being deAeloped decimates manyof the existing businesses as people stop inesting or moe away— een if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get approved. This has alreadyhappened in nearbyUlan, Wollar and By1ong.
The cost of fAng, especially housing, is often driven up to leAels locals can no longer afford, as theycannot compete with the high wages miners
recetw.
Social & health implications
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valleyis now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heays'ehicles on local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase from mineworkers traeIling to and
from work. The qualityof the roads is already erypoor and theyare not suited to increased or heaysload traffic.
Noise and 'vibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heaysearthmosing equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, and bycoal being transported out on trains and trucks running through ourtowns.
Trains and trucks are not cceered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can tra'el for kilometres, being ryharmful
to the health of the local residents.
Yours sincerely,
Annie Nielsen

Iagree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/08/2021 5:03:30 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 17:03
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Georgina
Last name
Pollard
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2848
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and En'Aronment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta N5W2124

Georgina Pollard
Kandos
18 August 2021

Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. Mireasons and/or how it will impact me are outlined below.

lam 49 sears of age and hae been Ifung in the Kandos for 9 sears.

Worldwide trend to moe to sustainable energysources
The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to dedine in the long-tern, as renewable electricitygeneration
becomes more aable.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mning in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Gcaernment describes one of its four actions is
supporting diAersification of coal-reliant regional economies to assistwith the phase-out ofthern,al coal mining
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries haw followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
committed to move awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal.
This year, the G7 has committed to end public supportfor unabated coal generation byend of 2021.
The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current levels by 2040,
and to one tenth by 2050.

Water
One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores. Exploration and mining can
have significant impacts on the water resources of local area. Drilling can crack and drain underground aquifers 10, 11. Once the water is gone, it
is lost forever.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and haw destroyed biodi'ersilyin waterways.
The R4stone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong Rker feeds into the water supplies of
R4stone Dam and \Mndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of R4stone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; waterfiowlo NAidgee mayalso be negatielyimpacted.
Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushf res with

Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered spades in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterwwn would be disturbed or destrowd. and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish soecies.
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The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creekiff could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Coss Creek is thoroughly unique16 and would be under threat.
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value of the amazing World Heritage
area on our doorstep.

Aboriginal Heritage
There area significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a duty as a
nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have already been destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to protect these sites

Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cover apprcamately32,000 ha of land and would
directlyaffect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural
lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industryin the region include vineyards, olive grows, horse studs, beef and sheep
farms, ecu-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, softfurnishings and knick-knacks forwwmple. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines prcuide a f ow of resenue to governments and their (mostiyforeign) owners, however, the f ow onto local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen. The Hunter in the biggest coal eort terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue, the rest goes
overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and wsyfew additional local jobs are created. Like manyindustries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the neslitse years, mining is predicted to createjust 0.4 percent of new jobs
across all ofkistralia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the eAsting businesses as people stop investing or move away— even if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get approved. This has already happened in nearby Ulan, V\killar and Bylong.
The cost ofltung, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as theycannot compete with the high wages miners
receive.
Local towns close once the mines mow on as they no longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the seryreason strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required.

Social & health implications
Pir, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valleyis now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be lot more traffic, including heaW'ehicles on our local and rural roads Traffic incidents increase from mine workers travelling to
and from work. The qualityof our roads is alreadyerypoor and theyare not suited to increased or heaysload traffic. Historically, mines in this
council area have been loath to put moneyinto thdng anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and mbration will dramatically increase with blasting, heaysearthmceing equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, and bycoal being transported out on trains and trucks running through ourtowns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel for kilometres
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, Ajolence, sesual assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are alreadybeing felt as people everience acaetyand stress about the threat to their regi0n28 and economic stability.
I wish myname to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: No
Yours sincerely,
Georgina Pollard

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker
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Submitted by Anonymous
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Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Belinda
Last name
Stokes
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Enail

SuburblTown & Postcode
Harrison, PCT, 2914
Submission
Dear PRIA
I would like to register my objection to the opening of the Hawkins/Rumker area to coal exploration. There are many reasons to object but I would
like to focus on the two most important to me: personal connection and eoaronmental responsibility.
First my personal history with the area. M)'parents moved us from Sydney to R4stone as I was starting primary school, to live on a small farm that
has been in tvljm's familyfor several generations. Our place has a mixof paddocks and bush, backed by reserve. M>isister and I had a wonderful
time running wild all over this beautiful land We grew up playing hide and seek in the trees, scrambling over rocks and taking cover in smell caws
As we grew Dad began to teach us about the birds and plants and animals. We learnt their names, as well as how they interacted, and fit into the
whole environment. I loved all of it I even learnt to appreciate the wonder in the snakes that I was terrified of.
Mywhole life has been shaped bythe privilege of growing up in this region. There is no place I feel calmer, more peaceful, or even more alive, than
the bush around home. There is a rock outcrop near our place that we would scramble up to on weekends. It provides a full 360 degree panorama
of the area. The feeling of sitting up there, listening to the birds in the trees below, watching butterflies hilltopping around you, native bees bung
nearby, a wedgetail eagle circling above. The air feels alive and dean. There is so much to see, you could stay up there forewr. The area is a
peaceful mixof farms and rugged bush. How could you even contemplate destroying it? Because that's what opening up to coal exploration would
do.
Ferntree Gully Reserve is just up the road from our place, and with this submission area. Earlyon Dad became a member of the trust formed to
take care of the reserve and help the public to appreciate this amazing place. Throughout mychildhood I spent many many hours out there,
sometimes for walks and picnics and gatherings, but also taking part in the volunteer work to look after the reserve. So much time, effort and low
has gone into maintaining this place, which is visited notjust by locals, but from people all over the country. Part ofthe maintenance over the sears
was checking on the visitor book, and we thoroughly enjoyed looking through the comments and seeing how far awaypeople had travelled to enjoy
our own little pocket of paradise. How rude to threaten to take that awayfor the sake of coal.
Our extended familysfill lives in Sydney, and we became a place for them to retreat to. During school holidays and everyfew Christmasses, our
cousins would drive up for a visit, and we got to share our low of the bush with them. I think this area is such a gem, in that it has such wonderful
natural environments to explore and enjoy, just a quick trip from Australia's largest city. Its an invaluable resource for people to escape the city and
experience a connection to nature. We are certainly not the onlyfamilyin the area that hosts family and friends from the city. Not to mention the
amazing Ganguddy/Dunns Swamp campground that is adjacent to this proposal, which is visited by people from far and wide.
Opening this area to coal exploration will irreparably damage this wonderful resource
This region instilled in me a deep low and appreciation for nature and led me to go on and study Environmental Science. Which leads me to my
second main reason.
Environmental responsibility.
It is abundantly clear to anyone who has done even the smallest amount of study in the area of environmental science,that coal mining is a practice
that should have already been phased out So how on earth did this process of opening up new areas for exploration even happen? Coal is not
viable either environmentallyor economically, reallythe onus should be on anyone who thinks this is a good idea, to provide sound scientific
arguments as to whyit should go ahead. Then itwould never have gotten this far in the first place.
There are many different environmental reasons to object to this proposal, however I know other people have provided extensive submissions
covering those and I would just like to touch on water and climate.
Water The Hawkins/Rumker area in the proposal is situated at the very top of a very important water catchment, the Murray Darling basin. What
happens here will affect ever4liing downstream, and there is no question that coal mining with negatively affect the water systems in Hawkins
Rumker, both directlyand indirectly. Aistralia is a water scarce country, the Murray DarIing Basin is al ready under enormous pressure, and they
think it's ok to permanently damage one of the few healthy edges of the basin that are left?
Climate: with the amount of solid research that exists on the massive negative effect of coal on our climate, I am flabbergasted that this project is
even being considered. I have taken part in the marches for dimate action, followed the wonderful work that Greta Thunburg is doing and
prompting around the world, and seen the groups of teenagers taking governments to court over lack of action on climate change. How can this
possiblygo ahead, with the mountains of evidence that it will i rreparably damage our environment, and make the each less habitable for this and
all future generations?

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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I oppose the proposed release of the Hawkins and Rumker areas for coal exploration.
lame retired locum pharmacist and spent most of myworking life in the Upper Hunter and North \fchst areas of New South Wales. Since
retirement I haAe spent time farm sitting in Victoria and in the Liwrpool Plains Lower Hunter and New England regions of New South Wales

-

Water is our most precious resource and will become more scarce in the future because of our changing climate. Droughts will become more
frequent, of longer duration and will last longer. This has been made eident in the 6th lPPC report which was released this month . The project
area is in the EAU (Eastern Australia ) section of the report The NSW Draft Regional Water Strategywhich was released in bNrch this year has
modelling which illustrates the future scarcity of water.
Coal mining uses 653 litres of water for each tonne of coal produced. This area can not loose this amount of water. The R1stone Dam catchment
is in the proposed exploration area .Coal exploration in this area would drastically reduce the Ry4stone Dams intake of water. The threat of
contamination of this water by coal extraction can only be stopped bydisallowirig coal mining in this area.
Climate Change is alreadywreaking havoc around the world. This year there have been wildfires in Canada, Europe and USAand extreme floods
in areas of Germanywhich have never seen floods before. And our dreadful summer of 2019/2020. The effects of Climate Change are killing
people.
If the world has ariychance of maintaining a temperature of 1.5 degrees above that in the Industrial Era there must be no new coal , oil or gas
developments in Australia according to ProfessorWll Steffan of the Climate Council of Australia. This is consistent with the latest IPPC Report.
This mine exploration should not be approved,

Yours sincerely
Robyn Bird
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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FUCK COL
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lam a retired GP hUng in the Blue Nbuntains, and I regularly Usitthe Rlstone Fvtidgee region. Our enUronmentwith its fore and fauna are
important to me, both for personal recreation, and for the importance that their preservation plays in the future of Australia for our children and the
future of our planet This is without question the way we can modify dimate change and its castrophic effects.
I am opposed to the Hawkins and Rumker areas being opened for coal exploration. Exploration is the precursor to coal mining, and it is imperative
that this be stopped now as part of our contribution to prevent further temperature rises on the planet
There are no good reasons why coal exploration and possible mines be developed. NSW Government has a net-zero goal. Decreased royalties
from thermal coal are forecast to fall, both by NSWs 2021 Intergenerational report and the Reserve Bank of Australia. The International Energy
Agency has called for an immediate ban on new oil, coal and gas development. The world wide trend is towards sustainable energy sources.
Local economywill not benefit from new coal mines in the area. The people of the region have created and built a sustainable long-term economy
with the revenue staing with the local businesses. The area attracts tourism with cafes, restaurant and other shops.ts Uneyards, horse
studs,tourist accommodation,and shops. Mich of the revenue from a mine is not kept in the area; some goes as revenue to the government, and if
the mine is foreign much will go overseas.
The proposed coal release areas would affect over 100 landholders, with loss of productive agricultural lands, potential loss of waterto the farms.
The potential benefit of increased employment with coal is not high as miners are specialized and there is much automation in mines, and hence
fewer workers.
Other wry important effects of mining include include many other aspects of society and the environment.

Our Indigenous people have a number of Aboriginal heritge sites in the are, and destruction of these has major cultural effects. And It has been
well shown in Australia that significant sites have been damaged bymining, and our laws are ineffective in protecting these important places.
- pollution of water, soil and air, and the addition of noise pollution:
all have marked effects on health and wellbeing of the residents in the area. As has been shown bythe highest rates in NSW of res piratory and
cardiac illnesses in the Hunter Valley Coal trucks and rail freight trans port coal without any covers, and this then affects more areas that these
trawl through.

water is important in the area. Underground aquifers can be cracked and drained by mining, and rivers and dams, such as the Ryistone Dam have
catchment in the proposed exploration areas. With contaminated water,
farm stock and the biodiwrsityof the waterways are affected.

I strongly believe that exploration licences should not be granted at this time when we need urgenttyto reduce production of fossil fuel to reduce
further climate change. Additionally coal mining has manylocal effects on health, wellbeing, rivers, fora and fauna.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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I liw in Rylstone and am a landholder in the nearby Capertee Valleywhere I manage the land to increase the biodiwrsityof the landscape. I hew
had two plantings done to restore habitat for the critically endangered regent honeyeater and other woodland birds (00w organised by BirdLife
Australia) and am improAing the ground cowrto protect the soil and increase the dKersityof plant and animal life. About one third of my
landholding is protected under an agreement with the BiodiwrsityConserwtion Trust I chose to liw in Rylstone because it is an attractive small
town with a friendly community surrounded by beautiful countryside. Coal mining in this area would destroy both.
I stronglyoppose the Hawkins Rumker area being opened up to coal exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and should be prevented for
the reasons giwn below.
1 Destruction of the landscape and negative impact on biodKersity
The opening up of the area to coal mining will haw a negative impact on biodiwrsityand destroythe beautiful landscape. The area is home to
manyendangered flora and fauna species including the critical ly endangered Regent Honeyeater, the endangered Spotted-tailed Ojoll, the
vulnerable Powerful Owl and the Yellow-bellied aider. Anurnber of declining woodland birds also inhabitthe area including the Scarlet Robin, the
Diamond Firetail and the Speckled Warbler (Wckers). Koalas (listed as vulnerable to wdinction under the BiodiwrsityConserwtion Pctt 2016) also
inhabitthis area. The Black Summer Fires of 2019-2020 caused a severe decline in Koala numbers in NSWso it is importantthat anyremaining
Koala habitat be preserwd.
Threatened fora species in the release areas include the endangered Pultenaea sp. Oinda, the vulnerable Evans Greellea (Greillea esansiana),
Rylstone Bell (Leionema scupetaIum) and Creswick Apple Box (Eucalyptus corticosa) (vMckers).
There are areas of grassy box woodland in the release areas. This has been classified as an endangered ecological communityunder the
Australian Gowrnmenfs Eruironmental Protection and Biodiwrsity Conserwtion Act 1999,
2 Loss of water resources
Aserious impact of coal mining exploration and coal mining is the loss fwater resources. Eqrforatorydrilling can fracture and drain underground
aquifers. The water once lost cannot be recowred. Mning also consumes huge quantities of water. Each tonne of coal produced consumes 653
litres (Oerton 2020). In a drycontinent such as Australia, this use of water is unsustainable. bbreowr, it threatens local farmers' access to water.
Wthout adequate water, manylocal agricultural enterprises will find it difficultto survive. This would have a negative impact on the country/s future
food security.
3 Impact on indigenous cultural heritage
There are a significant number of indigenous cultural heritage sites in the area although many haw not been officially documented. In the Hawkins
Rumker area these include rock shelters, manyf which contain rock art or artefacts. Sewral grinding groows haw also been located (Aboriginal
Heritage Information Fvtunagement System (PJ-1lf)).
In addition, changes to the landscape caused bymining operations will adversely affect Traditional Pathways or Songlines. These are an important
part of cultural heritage and need to be preserved.
4 Social and health implications
The threatof coal exploration and mining creates uncertaintyin the liws of the local community. Landholders whose properties are affected may
have to liw for manyyears with this uncertainty, causing stress and mental health issues, as happened in the nearby Bylong Valley. Other local
people and businesses maydedde to leaw town, leading to the decline of the community(eg Bylong, Ulan and VVoIIar).
The establishment of new mines often dtudes the community those in fawur, who often need the work, and those who are against it It also brings
in workers from outside the area who driw up housing costs.
Noise pollution from the mines can cause loss of sleep, leading to poor physical and mental health, while air pollution caused bymining can lead
to respiratoryand cardiac conditions, as happened in the Upper Hunter area.
The destruction of the landscape caused bycoal mining can lead to solastalgia, a form of psychological distress caused bydestruction of the
landscape (Abrecht). Albrecht, an en'Aronmental philosopher atthe UnKersityof Newcastle, noticed this distress in residents of the Upper Hunter
region who were deeplyconcerned aboutthe effects of nearbyopen cut coal mining.
5 Negatiw impact on the local economy
The negatKe impact of new coal mines on the local economywould be substantial. tvtunylocal businesses are incompatible with mining: ecutourism, short-stay accommodation, mneyards, cafes and restaurants. Mning areas do not attract msitors.
The area also affects 180 landholders. There would be a loss of agricultural productkity, manyfarms would lose theirwater and farms would
disappear, as happened in the Bylong Valley.
While the gowmmentwould benefit from royalties and the mining companies would make handsome short term profits, the local community is
unlikelyto see much financial benefit. The companies will mawn, leasfag the landscape destroyed and the water resources depleted. The
sura'rna residents will be left to liw with the conseauences.
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6 Need to transition from fossil fuels
According to the latest IPCC report, if our planet is to continue to support life, it is necessaryfor all countries to transition awayfrom coal and other
fossil fuels. Mtioio Guterres, Secretary-General of the UN, calls the latest IPCC climate report 'Code Red for Humanity. This report must sound a
death knell for coal and fossil fuels before theydestroyour planet ... Countries should also end all newfossil fuel eqloration and production, and
shiftfossil fuel subsidies into renewable energy (Secretary General's statement on the IPCC Report, 9 August 2021.
References
Wckers, Jane. Western Coalfield Strategic Release tvNpping and Analysis. Earthscapes, IVby2O21
Oerton, Ian. A-en'twe in a drought? The Consersation. 4 rvby202O
Abrecht, Stenn. Solastagia: a new concept in health and identity. RAN: Philosophy, cti'Jsm, Nature. No.3,2005
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I wish to make a brief submission, based on myeçwrtise and knowledge in Economics and International Law. lam opposed to the proposal.
From an economic perspective, further investment in coal extraction is a short term onlyprospect. In the longerterm it is dearthatthe world is
movng awayfrom fossil fuels. Given the increase in catastrophic weather related events, and numerous changes to ecological systems, this
movement is likelyto accelerate. Coal mines are likelyto stranded assets. Funds maynot be available for mine rehabilitation.
From an international law perspective, the world is rapidlymoxtag towards an international norm of climate abatement and emissions reduction
To approve increased coal production in this climate maylower our international reputation as a good international citizen.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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I oppose the proposal to open Hawkins and Rumker for coal exploration on the grounds of climate change. The scientific research tells us that we
urgentlyneed to shutdown the fossil thai iridustryin orderto prceentthe most catastrophic climate change scenarios from playing out Opening up
new areas for coal exploration is going in the wrong direction and incompatible with the project of protecting as much life as possible from the
impacts of climate change.
Note that attribution studies linking climate change directly to deaths (e.g from heatwaves) are becoming increasingly sophisticated. For example,
this paper in Nature: https:/Iwww.nature.com/artides/541558-021-01049-y. There are also studies that look at the connection between fossil fuels
being burnt and deaths from increased global warming.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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lam writing with urgency to the NSW gceernmentto to saythat I strongly oppose the decision to open the Hawkins and Rumker areas for coal
exploration.
My main express ion of concern with this plan lies with the res pons i bil ity to protect the fragi le ecosystems within the landscape and to respect the
wants and needs of traditional land owners. lam currently studying as a horticultural ist in Vi ctoria, but I hae li'ed in NSW for sears before hand and
understand the richness of nature in the region which needs to be protected.
Coal exploration is precursor to coal mines, a practice which has al ready dewstated much of the Australian landscape and has destroyed
countless sacred sites for First nations.
Not onlyis Australia alreadyfounded on stolen land, but to further desecrate and damage that land, especiallywhen these sacred sites uphold and
strengthen local communities, is an insult As a nation, we have seen countless times, energycompanies manipulating traditional owners into
gising up their land for coal exploration, onlyto hare that land and the sacred sites thateist on it, be destroyed. On top of this, the ensironmental
impacts of coal mines are devastating to local ecosystems, with waterway poisoning and land clearing being a major issue.
Lastly, I would like to bring up the G7 summit goal of ending the support of new coal mines bythe end of 2021. In light of recent reports indicating
the severe urgencyfor climate action, granting permission for further coal exploration would be an incredible disservice to a countrythat will be
terriblyeffected byclimate change. Al action, including the disapprovel of decisions such as this, is necessary.
I hope that this letter has expresses the grave concern that myself and manyothers have with this project.
Thank you.
Sincerely
Brooke kblaster
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Dear kfudam/Sir,
I object to the release of the Hawkins and Rumker areas for coal exploration. Governments, at this time, should be putting more effort into exploring
renewable energyaltematives than continuing the mining of a resource which, when used, harms our en'ironment
This area is 0n1y30km5 away Mjdgee - a beautiful, fertile area which would be adversely affected byany mining as the mining areas in
Queensland and Western Australia show.
Sincerely,
Kellie Higgins
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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LEAVE INDIGENOUS LAND ALONE
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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To whom it may concern
Dear Director of Energy and Resources policy
my name is Julie Lñord and I live in the beautiful Gloucester Aelley
It was here that a 20 sear fight against coal and coal seam gas industry proposals was fought - to the detriment of the communityas a whole even
though we stopped both proposals.
The sheer weight of emotion and threat to your community, homes, farms and tiselihoods, as well as the knowledge that we are li'ing in a global
climate emergency, is e4remelydestructiAe to the well-being and cohesion of a community like Restone and the region.
The Gloucester/!vNnning Val ley upheaval with AOL's proposed gasfield and the Rocky Hill coal mine proposal were appalling situations that our
community had to deal with - enough! To continue to propose new coalfields and mining applications and release of more of our precious
waterways and farmland when we know the harms, locally, national ly and globally, is unconscionable and poss i bly unlawful in the future. Ecocide
as a litigation measure is starting to gain momentum.
I fullysupport the communities in the Rlestone region in opposing this area to be released as a zone for mining estraction.
THE EFFECTS ON WATER SOURCES
• One of the greatest threats is to the region's precious water supplies.
• Mnes hase a significant negatiw impact on the water resources of a local area.
• [sen exploratory drilling can crack and drain underground aquifers. The supplyof water in creeks and risers decreases.
•Once the water is gone, it is lostforeser.
• Coal mining consumes apprcamate1y653 litres for each tonne of coal produced.
• Open cut and underground coal mines hase caused water contamination and hase destroyed biodisersityin waterways.
• Subsistence from exploration and mining can crack rock substrate and lower water tables.
• The Rt4stone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of
Ryistone Dam and Wndamere Dam.
• The proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Ryistone, Kandos, Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to Aidgee mayalso
be negatisely impacted.
• This region recently came out of long drought. What will happen in our ned drought if there is a coal mine using so much of our water?
• Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism. With what will we fight bushfres?
THE EFFECTS ON NATIVE /rNIMALS AND PLANTS:
I There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Cozo Creek is thoroughly unique and would be under threat.
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatiselyimpact on the value of the amaang World Heritage
area on our doorstep. (See Social Impacts statement in RockyHill - GIRL ss State Cost judgement)
THE EFFECTS ON ABORIGINAL HERITAGE:
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk.
Fvtsnyof these are not yet officially documented. Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area. This is despite the documented
official records as well as local knowledge pointing to manymore sites.
iSignificant sites have alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protect these sites.
SOCIAL & HEALTH IbPLlCATlONS:
I 4k, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites. Underground mines must bring the coal to the
surface
The Hunter Valley is now considered a pollution 'hotspot'. It has some of the highest rates for respiratory and cardiac conditions in NSW.
I There would be a lot more traffic, including heasyisehides on our local and rural roads.
I The qualityof our roads is alreadyserypoor and theyare not suited to increased or heavy load traffic. Historically, mines in this council area haw
been loath to put money into thing anytraffic issues created bytheir presence
Noise and sibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heasyearthmosing equipment and machineryoperating in the mines 24 hours a day,
7 days a week
Coal is likelyto be transported on uncosered trains, trucks or overhead conseyers running through our towns, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
i 4k qualitywould be reduced due to coal dust from blasting, mining and transporting coal.
J Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatiselyimpact our mental wellbeing.
I The transient and shift work nature of miners can often result in an increase in siolence and crime in the affected and nearby communities.
Socioeconomic disides form, as locals are often unable to compete with the high wages of miners who drise up housing and other costs
THE EFFECTS OF LOCAL ECONOMY.
I Large areas would be affected coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cover apprrsimately32,700 ha of land and would
directivaffect 180 landholders.
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There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural lands would be dug up or left
fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stability for this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include Aneyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep
farms, ecu-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Vines prwJde a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostly foreign) owners, however, the flow onto local businesses and local
communities is generallynot seen.
The Hunter is the biggest coal export terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes overseas.
Vining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and very few additional local jobs are created. Like many industries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the nes1fe years, mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent of new jobs
across all ofAjstralia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the esting businesses as people stop investing or move away—even if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get appro'ed. This has alreadyhappened in nearbyUlan, Wollar and B4ong. * (NB we had significant loss of community
especially in the farming areas affected bythe Rocky Hill proposal)
The cost of hAng, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as theycannot compete with the high wages miners
receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as theyno longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the 'eryreason strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required.
QUESTION \M-IY WE NEED MORE COAL:
NSWgceernment's own net-zero goal
NSWgceernment's 2021 Intergenerational report forecasts decreased royalties from thermal coal as international demand falls, both globally
and from two of our major coal customers, Japan and South Korea.
The Reserve Bank of Arstralia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more vable
The International EnergyPgency, called for an immediate ban on new oil, coal and gas development
The G7 agreed to end government support for new coal power by end of 2021
I \Pitsrld wide trend to move to sustainable energysources
I The premise supporting the release of these areas undermines and contradicts more recent government policies.
ISSUES WITH THE PRIA PROCESS ITSELF
It even contradicts its own strategic statement about the future of coal
'Opening up the Hawkins and Rumker areas is diametrically opposed to the stated intent of"gi'Ang our coal- reliant communities time to adapt".
This region is not reliant on coal.
This reasoning analogous to stating drug rehabilitation is needed while introducing heroin to a community.
The problem with a 'proJsional assessment'. If onlya preliminary assessment is done, the full extent of the social, economic and eceironmental
impacts on the areas remains unknown and recommendations made for release of the areas for exploration based on incomplete information.
This will be putting landholders and residents in a state of limbo, unsure if their homes and livelihoods will be lost As it is, some people are
wondering iftheywill bother rebuilding after the fires when theymaylose it all again, this time permanently.
DPIE has said the PRIAwill be a desktop assessment However, there is limited data forthearea, so conclusions maybe drawn without
sufficient detail axailable.
The depth of assessment does not sufficiently address issues that would come to light with a full En'ironmental Impact Statement Water is
likelyto be a huge issue as the Hawkins Rumker Ganguddy-Kelgoola areas are instrumental to the health of the Cudgegong River and all that
relies on itdownsfream. This is unhikelyto be addressed in a 'preliminary' assessment
'The Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened flora and fauna. One questions howthe government can
assure
that ariyfuture exploration licenses would include "strict enronmental management conditions to protect native vegetation, fauna, land, water
resources, heritage and communityxalues" when their own exploration approval failed to do this.
Lack of transparency- No transparent method has been pro'Aded for how the Go'ernmentwill weight and evaluate the submissions.
This submission process is the onlytime the communitywill have anysayin the process until we are presented with the NSWCabinet's
decision.
Lack of real community consultation. The PRlAprocess is as a result of the Independent Commission Against Corruption recommendations that
there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industry and EnAronment has been aware of these coal release areas for
over a year, yet it has onlyissued notices for consultation in June 2021 The community consultations occurred after the submission portal was
alreadyopen. . In-person consultation was capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in rvtidgee (there are over 3000 people
in the greater Ryistone region). Wth COri1D outbreaks in Sydney, the in-person consultation moved to an online format, with less than one week's
notice. This area has poor internet connecfrAtyand the people here are not highly internet savy. Expected participation dropped rapidlywith the
move to online meetings
Finally, The Rocky Hill coal mine proposal court case highlighted the social impacts that mining would cause - this area is similar to the Gloucester
situation. The severity of those impacts would be a grave injustice. Secondly, the burning of coal downstream - Scope 3 emissions - was also a
major factor in the rejection of the mine.
I realise this is not a mine proposal as Wt - however the impacts on the community right now areas ifitwere - whydoes the NSW State
Government continue to inflict the fear and uncertaintyonto our communities when they know that coal and fossil fuels will be redundant and costly
as opposed to renewable energy?
Whydo you continue to put communities through the angst, diusion and destruction of theirwayof life?
Why is this even being proposed?
Yours sincerely
Julie Lyford CAM
Former Chair Groundswell Gloucester

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/08/2021 4:39:02 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 16:39
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Jack
Last name
Watkins
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Tamworth 2340
Submission
I object to the proposal for both enironmental and economic reasons. Australia should not be exploring for coal ate time when we need to
drastically reduce our greenhouse gas emissions. Climate science is estremelyclear on this point New coal projects are also economically
un'Aable. The coal industrywill soon be dismantled as the world mows to no/low emissions energy technologies.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/08/2021 3:41:09 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 15:41
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Julia
Last name
Cods
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
3196
Submission
As mother of two young daughters I strongly object to anyfurther coal exploration. This is in line with last weeks IPCC recommendations.
We have a duty to keep this beautiful planet inhabitable for the generations to come.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/08/2021 4:27:37 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 16:27
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Thornleigh 2120
Submission
I oppose the mine for the below reasons
Coal mines operate aboe recommended noise leels, all day, ewrday
Traffic from trucks will increase and coal trains will runt through our town.
The dust and particulate matter fro. The mine and trucks/trains trael for kilometres.
Pollution is ineitable e.g the Hunter Valley is now one of the most polluted areas in Australia.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/08/2021 4:24:39 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 16:24
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Fiorina
Last name
Parisi
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
NORTH IVELBOURNE
Submission
lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. There are a lot of endangered fore and fauna species as well as endangered
ecological communities which could be lost. NSW BioNet has recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional
Council LGA Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
There are also a significant number ofboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk We have a duty
as a nation to protect these sites.
Coal mining must be phased out of Australia and further exploration will only prove detrimental to our health, enironment, economyand society.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/08/2021 4:23:12 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 16:23
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Hugh
Last name
Gould
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Bathurst 2795
Submission
I cannot believe that in this time when the coal industry is either in decline or about to go into decline, that the State Government would consider
releasing these areas to exploration. Just bydoing this communities get disided, iridis/duals are put under stress from the unknown possibilities
that come from coal mining, and for what; bythe time anyfurther mining gets approval the world will have moved on in this planet endangering
industry. Even ifa mine does get a license it will be at a time when the market returns will be minimal compared to the costto the community. This
puts the likelihood of enstronmental protections under great strain. We hew seen manmyexamples of this poor mine management after they go into
caretaker mode. I ask you to make a sensible and compassionate decision to not send these areas into a release mode.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/08/2021 4:19:30 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 16:19
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Thornleigh
Submission
Coal exploration and mining, disturbs, contaminates and destroys waterways.
Springs and bores can disappear through mining, drilling and digging acti/eies.
The many creeks and rivers in the Growee, Lawson and Cudgegong catchements are at risk. The upper Cudgegong water is towns water supply,
and this tows into Wndernere dam, impacting Midgee and Gulgong.
Mning uses exlraordi nary vol umes of water. Without water there is no agriculture, no communities, no tourism, no ensironment, nothing to fight
bush fires with.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/08/2021 4:18:23 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 16:18
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Thornbury 3071
Submission
lam opposed to the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration. It is of paramount importance that we presere Aboriginal cultural
and ceremonial sites and even if not mined directly, these can still be damaged with subsidence. Not only must we protect and preserve these
sacred sites but the effects of coal exploration has a deep impact on many other areas of life, agriculture and the dimate and these should not be
taken lightly. Coal explorations destroy and contaminate our waterways and also use extraordinarily high volumes of water, water which is better
suited to the communities, agriculture and entronment. Coal mines are one of the biggest contributing factors towards climate change which is
al ready haAng devastating impacts on the planet Considering the world is going towards renewable energy, it is pointless to waste money
towards coal fired power stations and old technologythat onlyfurther damages the emironment, when those resources can be used towards
renewable energy I urge you to consider these factors and the lasting impacts theyhase on our land and people.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/08/2021 4:15:40 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 16:15
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Chad
Last name
Han-is
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
St Kilda
Submission
FUCK COL
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/08/2021 4:14:09 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 16:14
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Billy
Last name
Fogarty
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
#nnerley4l03
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and En'Aronment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta N5W2124

Billy Fogarty
#nnerley

18/08/2021

Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues ,Assessment

lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. Mjreasons are outlined below.
lam 21 sears of age, and although I don't Ike in the area, I haAe loved ones who will be negatively affected bythe coal exploration
Issues with the PRlAProcess
The Hawkins Rumker REFthatthe Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. One
questions how the government can assure that anyfuture exploration licenses would include "strict en'ironmentaI management conditions to
protect nati'e wgetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and communitywlues" when their own exploration process couldn't get it right.
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentives for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, included recommendations thatthere should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industryand
Enironment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a sear, howeAer they only issued notices for
community consultation in June 2021.
Community consultations were advertised for 29 and 30 July2021, et the portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June
2021. The onlypeople in the region who were notified were landowners whose properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart
from this, the onlyother notifications prceided, were one-off ackertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the nearly 3000 residents in
surrounding areas on Rt4stone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Oinda and Kelgoola. \flthyis it that these people would not be notified of
potential new coal release areas when they receiw their water from the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through these
areas?
The community consultation meetings were capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in Mdgee. How could this possibly
be a real attempt to haw consultation with a population of near1y3000 people?
There is no transparency in how the OnAernmentwill weigh and eAaluate the submissions during the PRlAprocess. The Government has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes publiclyawilable priorto its submission to Cabinet. This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in proiding frank and independent adAice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.
Worldwide trend to mow to sustainable energysources
The ReserAe Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to dedine in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more aable.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mning in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Government describes one of its four actions is
supporting diwrsitication of coal-reliant regional economies to assist with the phase-out of thermal coal mining
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries haAe followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
committed to mow awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal.
This hear, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation by end of 2021.
The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current lewIs by2040,
and to one tenth by 2050.

0972

Water
One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores. Esploration and mining can
have significant impacts on the water resources of a local area. Drilling can crack and drain underground aquifers. Once the water is gone, it is lost
forever.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodiersityin waterways.
The Ryistone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas The upper catchment of the Cudgegong Riser feeds into the water supplies of
Ryistone Dam and Wndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Ryistone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; waterfowto rVudgee mayalso be negatively impacted.
Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushfires with
Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Coss Creek is thoroughly uniquel6 and would be under threat
Mnes would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value of the amazing World Heritage
area on our doorstep
Aboriginal Heritage
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a dutyas a
nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have already been destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to protect these sites.
We as a country can not continue to destroy Aborigirial sites and history. This has gone on for too long. The onlywayto make active change within
our climate, is to consult the Indigenous Elders who Ike on country. We must protect them, and their historyand culture.
Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cover approximately 32,000 ha of land and would
directlyaffect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural
lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This resenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include 'Aneyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep
farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mnes provide a f ow of resenue to governments and their (mosfiyforeign) owners, however, the f ow onto local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen. The Hunter is the biggest coal eort terminal, yet they only contribute two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes
overseas.
Mning is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and seryfew additional local jobs are created. Like manyindustries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the next five years, mining is predicted to createjust 0.4 percent of new jobs
across all ofAustralia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the esisting businesses as people stop investing or move away—even if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get approsed. This has alreadyhappened in nearbyUlan, VVollar and 8y4ong.
The cost of lising, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot compete with the high wages miners
receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the veryreason strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required.
Social & health implications
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valleyis now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heasysehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase from mine workers travelling to
and from work. The qualityof our roads is already very poor and theyare not suited to increased or heasy'load traffic. Historically, mines in this
council area have been loath to put moneyinto f sing anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and sibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heawearthmosAng equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, and bycoal being transported out on trains and trucks running through ourtowns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel for kilometres.
Mnes can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, siolence, sexual assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are already being felt as people experience ansietyand stress about the threat to their regi0n28 and economic stability.
I wish myname to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: No
Yours sincerely,
Billy Fogarty
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/08/2021 4:08:11 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 16:08
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Thornleigh
Submission
The gowrnment have not informed the community properly and there is no transparency in how the submissions will be evaluated.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Sent:

18/08/2021 4:05:53 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 16:05
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Petersham 2049
Submission
Dear Director, Energy and Resources Policy
Department,
I write to express myopposition to the release of this area for coal mine exploration. I write as a Sdney resident who has regularlyasited the
surrounding areas as a tourist and keen bush walker, who cares about the direct and indirect benefits of our amwrng natural heritage.

I respectfully request that the Department recommend against the release of this area for coal mining exploration. I base this on the following
1. Climate Change
Consistentwith, and following the recent release of the IPCC's sixth assessment, there is now overwhelming evidence and material in support of
the proposition thatthere should be No new coal mines if there is to be anyreal hope or chance of keeping the rise in temperature below either
average 1.5 C or 2 C levels. There is overwhelming scientific evidence that the use of fossil fuels (and deforestation) - both of which would flow
from the release of the area to coal mine exploration - is the driver in the current rise of temperatures on land and water. Australia is considered to
be the most vulnerable, developed countryto climate change, in circumstances where our land temperature has alreadyrisen by 1.4 C since 1910
The release of this land for coal mining exploration is not, with respect, in either local, state or national interest There would also be an additional,
and unfortunate ironyin releasing this land for coal mining exploration, considering thatthe majorityof the adjoining world heritage Blue fubuntain &
Vvollemi areas were burnt during the 2019/20 summer in the context of record high temperatures, and lack of rainfall, driven byclimate change.
2. There is more social and economic value in protecting this area from deforestation and coal mining, and indeed converting it to national park,
than the alternative of deforestation and mining. The economic value lies in converting this area to national park or protected areas that can be
sited bytourists, and be the subject of sustainable eco-tounsm.
3. I understand that the Greater Blue Fvbuntains/ 'ditxllemi world heritage area has no buffer zones, so that there is a risk of coal mines being built
right up to its borders ofa globally significant UNESCO park, which is one of"thejewels in the crown" ofAistralia's national parks and tourism.
I understand thatsome of his area, including CoricudgyState Forest, are currentiybeing assessed bythe Australian Heritage Council to placement
on the National Heritage List as a step towards including them in the World Heritage Area itself. Areas at risk of coal mining like CoricudgyState
Forest are of World Heritage value. ViAth respect it would be a flawed and short sighted decision to instead deforest and mine this area.
4. Coal mines could potentially drain or negati'elyimpact swamps such as GanguddyDunns swamp. The catchment area for Wollemi Creek could
also be destroyed, polluted or exposed to coal mining run off and pollution. These waterways and swamps and the surrounding forest covered by
these areas, should be protected not deforested and mined, partcularlyfollowing the 2019/20 fires and the increasing risks to endangered (and
other) fauna and flora in these areas from a combination of threats, including and ezocerbated byctimate change.
I respectfully urge the Departmentto recommend the cancellation of these coal mining leases, and to instead recommend the preservation of
these areas through the extension of national parks or other protection

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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18/08/2021 4:01:37 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 16:01
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
keith
Last name
lethlean
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
WJOLLOOMDOIOO, NSW, 2011
Submission
hopefully attached
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/08/2021 3:54:14 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 15:54
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam submitting on behalf of myorganisalion

Name
First name
Nods
Last name
kiza
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
3178
Submission
I am opposed to the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and needs to be stopped now.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 15:55
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Tease
Last name
Rainbird
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Tamworth 2340
Submission
I stronglyoppose the proposal. I make this submission one week after the release of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Report,
which stated, in no uncertain terms, that the world must cease mining and using fossil fuels urgentlyin order to limit global warming to 1.5 degrees
and ensure a habitable planetfor our children's future. It tiles in the face of moralityand reason to approve new coal exploration, at a time when it is
imperative (and inertable) that existing fossil fuel projects be decommissioned in the transition to renewable energy Not onlyis the proposal
unthinkable from an en'Jronmental standpoint, but it also risks the health and wellbeing of nearby communities. The health impacts of coal mining
and use are well established. Further, it is clear that the world economyis shifting rapidlyawayfrom fossil fuels, with South Korea, China and
Japan all haeng committed to ambitious net zero targets (and South Korea having recentlytaken the further step of announcing twill end funding
of overseas coal plants). In other words, we are set to lose Australia's biggestfossil fuel consumers. New coal projects will result in stranded
assets, disruption and job losses to the local communities which come to relyon them. NSWis a state rich in renewable resources. The only
reasonable path forward is to invest in renewable projects which produce cheap energy, create jobs, and preserve a liveable environment. I make
this submission as an ,Australian tax payer, resident of regional NSWand parent
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/08/2021 3:48:48 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 15:48
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Thomas
Last name
John
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
3016
Submission
To whom it may concern,
It is blindinglyob4ous that releasing land for further coal eçloration is not only short sighted but also unethical. Under the sheerweight of climate
science Australia needs to be looking past the short term profits of coal mining and realising that the effects of continuing to burn fossil fuels is
becoming catastrophic for the balance of ecos ystems and weather systems across the globe.
Please do not approve the release the Hawkins and Rum ker areas for coal exploration.
Thank you.
Thomas.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/08/2021 3:48:03 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 15:48
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Peter
Last name
Lamb
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Fairy kNadow
Submission
There is a climate emergency happening. You hae onlyto glance atthe latest IPCC Reportto be shocked into that realisation,
There is no sense in Australia's present situation to gke serious consideration to this proposed lease.
There is therefore no justification for this project to proceed.
Please reject it
Yours sincerely
Peter Lamb
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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To:
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Submitted by Anonymous
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Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Luciana
Last name
Smink
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Breakfast Creek NSW 2849
Submission
Thank you for accepting mysubmission.
I strongly object to the proposed release of the Hawkins-Rumker area for coal exploration and ask thatthis proposal not go ahead
\/vhilstthe impacts of coal exploration acti'Aties are underassessment here, this process is under wayonlyas a first step towards actual coal
mining in the area. It is otherwise a meaningless exercise. So in assessing the impact of this proposal, the impact of actual mining acttatyMJST
be taken into consideration. When an assessment is made fora new block of fiats, it is not justthe hole in the ground that is taking into account.
It's the impactof the size of the eventual building, its infrastructure needs and its shadow.
Our place
Our property, Long Gully, is situated on PangIe Road, Breakfast Creek inside the Hawkins area and thus directlyaffected bythis proposal
It consists of 1000 acres of bushland and old farmland and is a conservation property, with most of the land subject to conseretion agreements
with both State and Federal government. Almost the entire property (95%) has been the subject of a Conservation Agreement the NSW
government's Department of Ecaironment Climate Change and Water since 2011. This agreement (currently administered bythe Biodixersity
Conservation Trust of NSW) was signed in 2011 and is in place in perpetuity. Alarge area is also the subject of conservation agreement with the
federal governments Department of Eca4ronment as part of the Ersironmental Stewardship Programme for Box Gum Grassy Woodland.
The conservation ccaenants were put in place to ensure that NO further interference/disturbance (such as farming, logging, agriculture,
construction etc) or anyother acti'Atythat will negatixelyimpact the natural ecaironmenttakes place on this land so as to allow it to return to its
original state. Needless to saycoal mining exploration on our land would be incompatible with these objectives.
One of the reasons for preserving these critically endangered woodland remnants is that they prcaide habitat to endangered and vulnerable
species of flora and fauna. We have personal sightings/hearings of Koalas, Quolls, Gang Gang Cockatoos, Powerful Owls as well as Barking
Owls on our land. We have healthy populations of Wombats, Echidnas, Possums, Redneck Wallabies, Swamp Wallabies and Eastern Grey
Kangaroos, notto mention the manybird, insect and lizard species The land consists of the natural type of enironmentfor Regent Honeeater
habitat. There are also stands of Slaty Boxon our land.
There is ceidence of indigenous occupation on the property, caves and grinding stones bearing witness to \Iiiradjuri heritage
Our home is a unique, off-grid, large adobe (mud brick) and timber structure, built entirelybyhand bylocal craftspeople. This is an unusual and
irreplaceable asset
Aso on the property (outside the conservation area) are a beautiful hand built adobe and timber cottage and two small roundhouses, which we are
currentlyadapling for low impact off-grid ace holiday accommodation. We have recentlyinxested in solar energypanels and storage system to
make this happen. We are aiming to have this available to people who are looking for an affordable place to experience the incredible natural
beautyand peace of this land and its superb dark night skies. On'1ously, anymining exploration acti'rties or eventual mining acteities would make
this untenable.
Our property, being covered in perpetuitybya conservation agreement with the NSWgoxernment(as byits own assessment it consists of critically
endangered landscape) is simplyincompatible with anymining exploration or mining actisilies.
Therefore, should this land be released for exploration licences, there is no possibilityfor anyexentual mining whilst we own the land. No amount
of compensation would justifyus, as guardians of this land, to sell this propertyto a mining company, and we will notdo so.

The area
Apart from our own propertycoming under directthreat, its fora and fauna are part of the surrounding land and cannot be seen independently
Opening any part of our area for mining would severely impact the health of our land. (For instance, it is part of a Koala corridor.)
Water
The impact of any mining in our area on our surface water and groundwater is of enormous concern. During the recent drought the water table fell
dramaticallyand much fora perished. The animals on our land were affected and we have seen a decline in wombat population, which is now
slowly recovering. Any mining operations would take huge amounts of the precious water resources in our area. Our own propertywith its
endangered fora and vulnerable fauna, our neighbours who relyon water for their crops and lisestock, cannot afford any loss of water. There is
alreadya big problem with the proposed water usage for the Bowden's Silver mine, also located in our catchment
The businesses in our area are all reliant on the precious water supply.
Other impacts
the magnificent night sky in our dark salleywhich is important to us would be under threat from the light pollution emanating from a coal mining
operation. Currently no artificial light penetrates into Long Gully, and the superb night sky is a major attraction.
Noise and air collution from minina actietvas well as huoelvincreased infrastructure and transoort actKitvin our auiet and clean Iandscaoe would
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badlyimpact animals and humans.
This area is known and loved for its rural peace and beauty. Any mining erploration, mining and related transport actiwiies would irretrievably
damage this land.
Our community
There is uncertainty, anziety, anger and sadness in the community. After the prolonged drought, fires, and whilst also dealing with the ongoing
Co'Ad situation, many are at the very end of their resilience. VA have farm crops, lwhstock, orchards, olive and winegrowers, many have been there
for many generations.
Farmers who spent their whole life working on the land now under threat, local Wradjuri people for whom it is yet again a threat to their heritage,
local people who lovingly and oluntarilymanage precious nature reserves in the area such as Femtree Qully, the cost to people's mental health
and wellbeing is already skyrocketing.
The mental and physical health and financial security of people in our community must not, cannot, be the price paid for possible economic (and
political) advantage to the NSWgceemment and eventually to a companVs shareholders.

Economic considerations
The SOLE consideration in favour of this proposal seems to be the perceived economic gain and related to that, lob growth. I submit that the
economic Aabilityof new coal mines in the area is questionable at least The demand for thermal coal worldwide is in decline and likelyto continue
to decline as the main countries importing our thermal coal are decreasing, not increasing their reliance on coal.
Japan in July 2020 tightened its criteria for backing coal-powered projects, with government officials sang financial and other support would only
be given to countries that are making efforts to reduce carbon emissions, and to those that must have coal-fred generation due to financial
reasons. The stricter criteria are included in anew government strategy for the fie years from 2021. The state-run lender has no immediate plans
to finance any new coal-f red power projects.
Japanese financial institutions and energy companies continue to move awayfrom supporting coal-fired power generation, as the counWs
leadership reiterates what it says is an "unwavering resolve to decarbonize." SeeraI of the counttys investment banks and otherfinancial
institutions are no longer willing to continue support of coal projects, and energymajor Mtsubishi is pulling out of the $2 billion, 2-GWcoal-fired
Mnh Tan 3 power plant project in Vietnam, marking its first certfrom a coal project.
Mitsui & Co. has plans to sell its stake in Paiton Energy, an independent power producer in Indonesia that operates coal-fired plants. Japanese
trading house Itochu plans to sell all its stakes in thermal coal mining bymid-2024. The SojitzGroup, one of Japan's leading trading houses, plans
a complete withdrawal from thermal coal, oil, and coking coal projects. It said it has a targetto reduce its stakes in thermal coal projects bymore
than half by2025, and to zero by2030, after originally planning to halve its stakes in the thermal coal sector by2030. Sojits already divested its
stake in the kibolarben coal mine near Mdgee NSW.
Japanese joint 'venture Kansai Electric Power Co. and kikirubeni Corp. has scrapped plans for a coal-fired power plant, lea'ing the countrywith no
new construction on the horizon as companies drop the dirty fuel amid fighter emissions rules and strong growth outlook for renewables. It
decided not to move forward with a 1.3 gigawatt coal power project that was slated to begin operations in 2024. The firms decided to cancel the
project due to the government's tighter en'ironmentaI rules and banks curbing financing for carbon-intensive projects, the Nikkei reported. The
companies are considering building a cleaner biomass facility instead.
Japan has no plans for additional new plants, according to BloombergNEF.
Al .2 gigawatt coal projectwas cancelled as electricity demand was mqected to remain flat, while renewable energyespands. Japan won't build
anynew coal plants due to "lowering power demand, tighter environmental regulations and additional costs to complywith 'efficient' and 'clean'
coal projects," Orupe tvkittei, an analyst at BloombergNEF, said
The cancellation comes after Japan said it would reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by46% by2030 compared with 2013, strengthening a
prrrJous commitment under the Paris Agreement. Tokyo decided last year to shut about 100 inefficient coal-fired power units by2030, while Prime
MnisterYoshihide Suga pledged for the nation to become carbon-neutral by2050.
According to a Queensland treasury report, as part of the last FRw-Year Plan, the Chinese government planned to
• reduce growth in energy consumption;
• accelerate the substitution from coal towards non-fossil and natural energy
• move awayfrom the traditional energy intensive industries towards innovative and green industries;
• introduce distributed and localised energy supply systems; and
• encourage and strengthen international energy cooperation.
Importantly, some targets set out in the Plan had alreadybeen largeIyachie'ed bythe end of 2017. For example, coal fired power generation
capacity has alreadyfallen to 55.2% of total installed capacity in 2017 (compared with the target of 55% by 2020).
Coal fired power generation efficiencyin China has also improved.
The treasury report concludes that these developments highlight the likelihood that China's demand for thermal coal for power generation is likely
to decline oer coming decades.
The U.S.-based Institute for EnergyEconomics and Financial Analysis has said more than 130 large banks and insurance companies worldwide
have placed restrictions on coal-related investments.
In the tvtarch 2021 Resources and Energy quarterly the Australian Government's prediction for Australia's thermal coal eqJortxalues is that theyare
forecastto fall from $20 billion in 2019-20 to $14 billion in 2020-21. However, earnings are eapected to increase back to $15 billion (in real terms)
by2025-26. So in total a decrease of $5 billion.
So the onlyargument in fzeour of this proposal, that of economic benefit, is most likelynot a realistic one. Existing coal eq0rt is meeting current
demand. For that reason the earlier planned erpansion of the Newcastle Port coal erport terminal was scrapped as not viable. Wth demand
decreasing economic gain is not likelyto eventuate.
Thereforejob growth is also not likelyas the decreasing demand forthermal coal would simplymean that- should these new coal mines go
ahead - esisting coal mines in NSWwould have to reduce output, which would result in a shift of the workforce, not an mpansion.
In the meantime opening up the Hawkins-Rumker areas for coal ezIoration licences would damage the thrhng tourism ventures in the Rytstone
and Kandos areas, leading tojob losses in existing businesses. Mining itself would endanger the labilityof our farms, wineries and olive growers,
as theyrelyon our precious water resource.

Climate crisis
According to the recent report bythe Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (lPCC),
globally, warming has now reached about 1.1 C since industrialisation. In Australia, warming has reached 1.4C.
United Nations secretary-general Antonio Guterres said the report is a "code red for humanity?. "The alarm bells are deafening and the erdence is
irrefutable: Greenhouse gas emissions from fossil fuel burning and deforestation are choking our planet and puff ng billions of people at
immediate risk. This report must sound a death knell for coal and fossil fuels, before theydestroyour planet."
By ignoring the eryclear warnings from hundreds of scientists and actively allowing for new mining of fossil fuels, the NSWgoemment could be
seen to be culpable of exacerbating the current climate crisis. Areadycourts are deciding in favour of young people who claim that the government /
minister in charge bytheir decisions are to a degree responsible forthe destruction of theirfuture world.
It is abundantlyclear that increased fossil fuel mining can onlylead to an increase of eatreme weather events, fires, droughts and foods. The cost
of these are astronomical. In addition, in consideration of the graity of the crisis, economic retaliation may soon be in place for those countries
such as Australia which do nottake sufficient action in remediation this enormous threat Soon current emissions and those of already approved
projects in NSW, opening new areas for coal mining would make it increasingly impossible forthe NSWgoemment to meet eon its own current
emissions targets.

In weighing the benefits versus the negative impact and risks of this proposal, I askthatthe committee and minister Barilaro put the interests and
health of our environment climate and our local people above anypercaied monetarygain for a few. In myopinion, the negative impacts of this
proposal far outweigh its possible (and questionable) benefit
Thank you for the opportunityto make this submission.
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Long Gully

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Kambah, Canberra 2902
Submission
I am fundamental ly opposed to the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration.

lam

ears old, and the

I also write on his behalf, and on behalf of

future children

Coal exploration in this area should not go ahead because it has the potential to have devastating impacts on:
The health of residents due to air, soil, water and noise pollution.
The livelihood of farmers and small business owners.
Water security, affecting the catchments of manytowns and communities.
Threatened fora and fauna, including riparian meadows and swamp grasslands
Significant aboriginal art and ceremonial sites.
Additionally, the Hawkins Rumker coal exploration should not be approved because the extraction of coal in this area will be opposing efforts to
reduce global CO2 emissions to mitigate the current and rapidly escalating climate crisis Last year alone we witnessed itfrst-hand in the
Wollemi, part of the wry region you mean to "explore", during the devastating fires of 2019-2021 - and across the east coast of Australia.
I wholeheartedly implore you to stop this potential mining business, to listen to oursoices and to stand up for the people of this beautiful country.
Onlyworking together we will ensure this land remains lisable for the future generations.
Yours sincerely
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submission to the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
Dear recipients of this submission,
I live in regional NSWand am somewhat horrified that atthis time, when governments around the world are promising no new coal/gas mining,
you are assessing a request to wqDlore for coal deposits. The onlyrational purpose for that request would then be to open up a new coal mine,
which in turn then contributes additional carbon into the world's atmosphere, at a time of climate change.
In extracting fossil fuels (coal & gas) from Australia we are also responsible for the eventual burning of those fuels, which releases additional
carbon into the world's atmosphere. The atmosphere thatwe all share, to which all life is optimally adapted. To deny culpabilityofthe carbon
emissions is equtwlent to denying the culpabilityofa drug dealerwtien it comes to the final consequences of the drugs theysell. Humans have to
overcome their addiction to fossil fuels, and that begins bystopping the source of supply
In this submission lam requesting that the Hawkins Rumker area not be opened for coal exploration. Coal mining is the inevitable goal of
successful coal exploration, and so it makes sense to stop exploration in order to stop subsequent mining and the ine'itable damage to our
ecuronment. I list some of the problems associated with exploration and mining, below.
Water
Damage to underground water sources through e>qloratorydrilling can result in water loss and contamination. Water is arguablyone of the most
precious resources we have in this country. The available water in the Hawkins Rumker area is already used for a number of human actF.ities (e.g.,
R4stone Dam and towns through to Mjdgee). Asysubsequent mining would then require a large amount of this water. Can the exploration
applicants provide a consincing argument that there is more water in this area than would e'er be required? Was this the case in the 2019
drought? Anyloss ofwaterwould also cause significant harm to fauna and flora species.
Aboriginal heritage sites
Exploration and mining could unwitti ngly damage anyPboriginal heritage sites. Ppartfrom being an historical group of humans with salue in their
own right, the Aboriginal people provide us with the strongest historical 'telescope' with which to look back on a consistent human culture of
arguab1y60,000 sears. Al too often we have seen the damage that mining can do to heritage sites across Australia. Such events are sometimes
followed bya pIainti'e 'sorry. But what good is that as new ventures are initiated with the same lack of initial sensitiity, or concern?
Direct physical impact of industrial actuity
Who should coerthe impacts of increased industrial activity associated with exploration and mining; e.g., traffic, noise, pollution, extraction? How
does one honestly compensate for such problems to be endured bythose who live in the Hawkins Rumker area? If financial compensation, how
much will this be a drain on the public purse? The onIyalid means to 'compensate' those Iiing in the area, apartfrom transporting them to a
parallel universe with no mining, is notto initiate exploration and mining in the first place. Fvhnyof us who live in rural/regional Australia do so
because we aIue a combination of natural fauna/fora and agricultural acti'Aties. Mning is not part of this. We do not want industrial mining.
Remediation
If there were to be mining, who would remediate the area 'back to how itwas'? Is this even possible? I would ask the exploration applicantto name
one mining venture in Australia where this has been successfullyachiewd.
Benefit to local community?
How would the mining activities benefit the 180 landholders in the Hawkins Rumker coal area? Awryfew might get nonskilled jobs (not
sustainable; I daresaythere aren't that many specialized miners currently in the region just waiting for a mine to open up). The majorityof current
residents would simplyend up with a range of social, en'ironmental and economic problems. lam sure that you would be sufficiently informed to
know whatthese are, including negative ongoing impact on the current local economy... while those who live elsewhere (overseas?) will profit
through their mining shares. But even forthose who profitthrough financial investment there maybe a negative impact, as more people turn away
from coal theymayfnd themselves with a stranded asset in a few sears' time
The bigger picture
\/'vhyis itthat there are still some who don't understand the relationship between coal and climate change? Or is itthe case thattheyreallydon't
care, as long as theymake their short-term profit? In manyareas we are increasinglytold to 'followthe science', which is good as it is the best tool
thatwe have for making complex decisions. The science is serydear, as manyrecent scientific reports show. Please leave the coal in the ground
and giw future generations of life as good a climate as we can; i.e., the one we have all been adapted to. The only opposition to following the
science is short-term self-interest; otherwise known as greed. We can rise above this.
I would haw thought the decision that needs to be made forthe best long-term outcome is reasonabIyobAous, but if it is still not clear, take
oneself forward 30 sears. What mightthe Hawkins Rumker area look like in 2051? What mightthe world look like? What would have been the
wisest decision to make back in 20217
Any personal or social profit made from a future coalmine will arguably be overshadowed bythe financial and social costs of significant climate
change resulting from yet another new coalmine.
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ThankWu,
Bruce Stevenson (kmidale, NSW).
Iagree to the above statement
Yes
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Submission
I stronglyoppose the release of the Hawkins and Rumker areas for coal exploration and mining, and I would like to add mycnice in support of the
R/stone Region Coal Free Communitygroup, and their PRlAsubmissions, published at https://r4stonecfc.comThome/rrcfc-pria-response/
r4'mother's familymoed to this region in the 1840s, in a successful search fora better life than that offered byfamine-era Ireland. This is my
home.
lam a communitycare worker in Kandos, which means I have the prhAlege of spending qualitytime with many community members aged in their
SOs and 90s. I have spent very manyhours listening to the life stories of myclients, and a clear pattern has emerged people speak with enormous
fondness abouttheir memories of time spent in nature with loved ones - camping, fishing, cycling, and picnicking with their friends and families
around this region. rubnyof the most A'./d memories revolve around the enjoyment of bio-diverse waterways with 'good fishing".
I have onlyewr heard elderlypeople talk about mining in relation to industrial injuries and diseases - often horrific, life-ending injuries that ha'e
scarred families for generations, as well as chronic and/or life-ending illnesses that typically leave men fighting for breath for ,ears. I have never
heard anyperson - old or young, within or outside the industry- talk about mining with joy
Mning fossil fuels is an unsustainable path with a wry, serydead end. The average Hunter Valley mine has a mine life of less than 30 sears. The
multi-generational employment that many people dream of is just that - a dream. We need to work towards a sustainable future, NOW. New coal
mines do not offer a sustainable future.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta N5W2124
Dear Sir/kbdam
Submission on Hawkins and Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
I am stronglyagainst the proposed Hawkins and Rumker coal explorations for the following reasons
Exploration and mining for coal would be againstthe public interest, particularlyin light of reports from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change which has in the last couple of weeks given what could be a final warning that urgent action is required to save us from climate
catastrophe. lam inclined to listen to 234 scientists from 66 countries and I believe thatwe should be devoting ourtime and energytofriding
replacements for fossil fuels for domestic use and for export. The good thing about the IPCC report is that there is some reassurance that with
immediate action temperature rises beyond safe levels can be avoided.
PRlAProcess
The government's Hawkins Rumker REF is disputed by local communities. There should be a suitable time frame for proper research and
consultation bymembers of the communityfamiliar with the issues under consideration, as well as envronmental and other experts.
Water
rigreatest concern is the impact of both exploration and mining for coal has on water supplies, including bores and springs. In today/s context,
when we know it is onlya matter of time till the next big drought, we need to be doing whatever we can to protect all water sources ratherthan
entrusting them to mining corporations. Over and over again in this state we have witnessed the damage coal miners do to water supplies which
cannot be replaced. Other industries do not co-exist with coal mining and if water supplies are damaged we riskfood securityand other critical
agricultural production.
Aboriginal Rights
The Aboriginal heritage sites in the area can onlybe protected byblocking coal mining. The rights of Aboriginal people are not reflected in the laws
or the processes in place, which focus on particular sites. It is in the interest of the whole communityto listen to Aboriginal people and learn from
their custodianship of country over many centuries.
Impact on the local economyand communities
The area functions well economical lywith impressive tourism, aneyards, horse studs and a wide range of farming interests. These industries
should be allowed to grow and prosper, which theywon't do if mining is allowed to move in and damage water, land and air. Notto mention the
noise and visual impacts which would make the surrounding areas unattractive and less unproductive.
Jobs in the area would be likelyto fall because of damage to otherjob-rich industries.
Flora and Fauna
If allowed to proceed coal mining threatens already endangered flora and fauna, and interference in waterways would damage fish habitat.
No more sacrifice zones
We need positive development opportunities in our rural communities. The government has committed to the development of renewable energy
industries and are establishing zones where itwill be encouraged. This should be happening more widely, ratherthan sentencing some areas to
be sacrifice zones for fossil fuel industries. Creating more coal mining horror shows is completely unnecessary and against the public interest.
Please ad'Ase the intergovernmental panel not to open up the Hawkins and Rumker areas to coal exploration and mining.
Yours sincerely,
tvhne Rood
ALEXANDRIA2015
18 August 2021

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submission
This submission is a short submission as I onlyfound out aboutthis yesterdayand I haven't had time to gather supporting documentation.
lame Wradjuri person raised at Ulan who has experienced the destruction and degradation of sacred cultural sites, manyof which we (and
others) had no opportunityto protect Onlythrough the intervention of several indivduals and groups was the Dripping Wall (the Drip) on the
Goulburn River protected and saved. lam aware of other sites that were decimated. I also know diredfiyof the impact on waterways consigning
what has once had a prolific grey eel population no longer exists as changing the waterways failed.
I objectto this and similar developments which disrupt rivers, the water table, the natural fow of the land, and that impacts directlyon the habitat of
indigenous fora and fauna.
Amajor concern is the flow of water to Duns Swamp in particularwhich is not onlya populartourist destination but important to fish, bird, and
animal life in the area. Pnydisruption to the flow of water will the degrade envronment therein. Aboriginal people understand water has having a
perfect memory- it will always want to and find a wayto return to where it always was.
While this is not myparticular countryit is the countryof Wrdajuri and I wantto ensure the destruction which has occurred at the Ulan, Wlpinjong,
and bbolarben sites are not repeated on the sacred sites here.
It is vital to understand that countryis our mother and that all countryis sacred, regardless of whether it holds what is called sacred sites. Al
countrycontains the ancestor/creator spirit in each and everyelement of ground, tree, grass, bird, drop of water, or animal. Pnydamage done to
one area cuts through the connection to the countryand disrupts the life of the spirit in that place. This includes what is called Songlines.
Elders speak of mining bysaying do not dig us up. Why? Because we are born under a tree and live our life above the ground out of the wisdom
and trauma held in it in the lives and experiences of those who die underthe tree and took knowledge and trauma with them. We will do the same.
Digging up the layers of wisdom and knowledge is akin to tearing large swathes of pages out of a people's sacred text and destroying them
forever.

As we also canycourrtiyin our bodybecause we are born out of it, anysuch damage continues the genocide of people and culture. Mning carves a
great chasm across the hearts and lives of local people. Not being able to walk country, the keyto gaining traditional knowledge, means thatwe
are further deprived of our culture and heritage.
Forfurther information read mybook: 'aiBeing Blackfella's Young Fella - Is Being Aboriginal Enough".
I do not expect anything I have said above will change the literalist minds of those who make these decisions yet land use, in all its forms must
reflect the mind of the first people because that is what you sayyou will do when you do an acknowledgement of country, and that is a legally
binding commitment you are required to keep, otherwise you will not be welcomed here.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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The areas concerned contain the B4ong Valley Way through the B4ong Valley.
This beautiful ancient valleyis an important food bowl now and e'en more so in the future as current food areas dissapear under the urban sprawl
It is an ancient beautiful valley, currentlyan important tourist area and will be esen more so in the future as infrastructure is improved.
Pnydesecration of this velleybymining, particularly by coal, which everodyseems to be intent on ceasing to use, would be desecration of the
highest order.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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I am opposed to the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and needs to be stopped now.
Coal exploration and mining will disturb and destroy waterways, and will impact on the Cudgegong waterways that supplywater to the town.
Threatening the communities water supply will impact on agriculture, tourism, sustaining the eceironment and preventing/fghtirig bus hfires. Thu
coal exploration will also put significant Aboriginal art and ceremonial sites at risk, and has not been effectivelyapproued by the community.
Additionally, we're in a climate crisis and further endorsing coal exploration and mining will not help our nation reach our Paris agreement goals.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Dear Sir/Nfudam,
I am opposed to the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration.
lame medical specialist and a member for Doctors For The Eriaronment.
lam too aware of the health implications of the mining and burning of coal wit the air pollution and its massise effects on health, including our
young.
The effects of fossil fuels on Climate Change are another major issue affecting our population's health - with the social and economic costs and
weight on an alreadystressed healthcare s ystem.
It is imperatriw this exploration be blocked.
Kind Regards,
Dr. Anthony Hull
rvBBS, FPNZCA
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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in the forward to a book called Big Coal Ian Dunlop writes=
"Australia is teetering the brink of the greatest strategic blundering in its history. If planned expansion of the coal industry proceeds, Australia will
find itself beautifullyequipped for a world which no longer exists, with estensie stranded assets in mines, ports, and railways as keytrading
partners like China and India rapidlyabandon a high-carbon future in favour of low-carbon alternatives."
The above quote was written in 2013. With the publication of the IPCCS report on climate change last week the risk the risk of stranded assets,
unremediated mine sites, segregated agriculture lands and waterways, both above and below the surface, is even more so.
Coal mines with their dirt, dust and the enormous quantities of water used and despoiled makes them incompatible with modern farming and
enaronmental needs.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration.
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered spades in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Cons Creek is thoroughly uniquel6 and would be under threat
Mnes would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value of the amazing Wrld Heritage
area on our doorstep.
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a dutyas a
nation to protectthese sites M3ifriend and university peer who has grown up in the area is seryupsetaboutthe proposed works to her home and
believes there was not sufficient consultation with communityand scientists to approve the plans.
Significant sites have alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites

I wish myname to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site
Yours sincerely,
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Canton North
Submission
lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration.
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered spades in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Cons Creek is thoroughly uniquel6 and would be under threat
Mnes would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value of the amazing Wrld Heritage
area on our doorstep.
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a dutyas a
nation to protectthese sites M3ifriend and university peer who has grown up in the area is seryupsetaboutthe proposed works to her home and
believes there was not sufficient consultation with communityand scientists to approve the plans.
Significant sites have alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites
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lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration forthe inconceivable reason of the Aboriginal heritage site which coincides with the
location of the new deAelopment. This is sacred land forthe indigenous Australians and this particular site holds significance with ceremonial
ritual and art culture that has existed for Wars before us. Not onlythis but the tourism sector will suffer under this new exploration - the town and the
tight communitythat will sufferthrough this, haAe spent sears building up small businesses and this will destroythat hard work. As ifwe are not
destroying the ozone laser enough, coal mining will 2.43kg of carbon per kg of coal burned. As an acfrastfor climate change, this proposal is
deeply disheartening and feels like a step backwards for Australia lower emissions scheme.
I hope this letterfnds you well and encourages you to reflect on the bigger picture of how this coal mine will affect us all.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Subject Draft: Concerns with Proposed coal mines in the Rstone area.
18th July2021
Dear Planning Industryand Enironment and to whom it mayconcern,
We are extremely concerned aboutthe potential coal exploration in the R4stone areas. We are againstthis proposal.
Our family hew been farming in the scenic, tourist attracting area for generations. We are extremelyconcemed about our agriculture production.
Mining should not occur where the riskto agriculture is too great Mning will destroyour community.
We beliew water is a big issue of concern, the Cudgegong Riwr and Cogs Creek run straight through our propertywhich then flow into the
headwaters of the R4stone weir and down stream to lake Vvtndamere. Water is too valuable for agriculture and for ourtowns, coal exploration will
contaminate and destroyour waterways and putto much pressure on our system. We are already struggling with water to irrigate, let alone more
pressure from a coal mine. Our much needed Springs and bores could also dry up. In myopinion the risk is to great
This proposed exploration of coal around Ryistone presents similarto B4ong. B4ong was once a thriAng little communityand has been destroyed
in eseryway. We would hate to see this happen to Ryistone We worry, that once all the work has been done for amine. The mine maynot be what
was expected and we are left with a wiped out town and nothing achiewd or left for the future It would also be a shame to see our towns with
uncertaintyfor people, resulting in people lea'.ing and no longer inwsting in the region. We as farmers relyon all the services in Ryistone.
We find it hard to beliese itwould be appropriate to put a noisyand polluted mine so close to our charming Ryistone sillage, beautiful national parks
and our historic blue mountains. Ryistone has worked reallyhard to build a thriving tourist industryitwould be a great shame to destroythis.
The world is motng awayfrom coal. Australia must encourage inno.etion and renewables. Ourfarms and food will sustain us for ever and a lot
longer than a coal mine, possibly owned byforeign investors who have no understanding for our region. There is no future in new coal and
definitely future in Agriculture.
Yours Sincerely,
Rebecca Guilfoy4e
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lam making this Submission to declare my total opposition to the proposal that the Hawkins Rumker area be opened for coal exploration.
The self-evident purpose and intention of such a declaration would be the enabling and encouragement of actual coal mining extraction operations
in the area -something which requires to be stopped and total lyprecluded here and now.
From no perspective could the actual undertaking of such mining be justified; thus, in that case, then the enabling even of the preliminary
exploration processes would be entirelywithout purpose; a counter-productive exercise in futility.
The manifold arguments against enabling such wçdoratoryactiities, and awn more against enabling actual mining, are crystal dear and starkly
self-evident at this point of time; and can be summarilyrun through.
1. Gobal Heating, Climate Change and the exi stential need to transition as a matter of urgencyfrom all fossil fuel energysources into clean
renewables.
Both the science and the alreadydearlyeident risks and mounting climate damage of the effects of greenhouse gas emissions, primanlyfrom
the burning of fossil fuels, have both become clearlyand starklyapparent over the pastdecades.
There is international agreement thatthe need for action is urgent, and commitmentto work globallyto limitthe increase in global temperatures
and transition to net zero emissions
Thus, the agreed science conclusion is that, to have anyreal chance of holding global heating within livable levels, there should from this point be
NOfurther rnqjloratoryor exploitative or extraction acttuties in respect of anyfossil fuel resources -whetherthose resources be coal, oil or gas.
That authoritative advice is further confirmed and reinforced bythe release in the pastfew days of the most recent update research on the climate
bythe Independent Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).
2. Coal Industry Expansion rapidlybecoming uneconomic in an overcrowded field of competing producers and progressiwlyfalling international
demand.
There are alreadywst numbers of identified coal reserves identified around Australia for possible exploitation, in addition to those already
operational and in production.
However, we have alreadyreached the point where the development and exploitation of renewable sources of energy is significantly cheaper than
of coal or anyother polluting fossil fuel sources -and this price advantage of renewables will rapidly increase further, to the point where further
mining projects will be unable to raise the finance essentially required.
Similarly, In the face of al readyfal ling demand around the world as other countries also mow towards decarbonization of their economies and
industries, existing coal production centres around Australia will be in an i ncreas i ngly fierce competition with each other, with fewer customers and
declining prices. Increasing numbers of such present operations will be forced out and closing down, unlikelyewrto be re-opened; stranded
assets of zero worth.
Thus, again, itwould be increasingly more improbable that anycoal reserves that might be identified in Hawkins Rumker areas could ever raise
the essential finances either for their initial establishment, or to achieve any sort of ongoing iability.
So, if it becomes ever more certain that, in the old expression, anysuch coal mine would be prettymuch "either a Blue Duck or a Dead Duck" what is the point of encouraging or enabling the disruptions and incidental damages of the preliminary exploration?
If, however, actual mining operations were to be undertaken in Hawkins Rumker, the negative pressures and devastation would be extreme,
ongoing and irremediable.
• Aboriginal Heritage
Available information indicates that there are significant numbers of Aboriginal heritage sites in the areas, including art and ceremonial sites that
would beat risk— including numbers of known sites that have not yet been officially documented.
Across the country, countless significant sites hawalreadybeen destroyed bymining [that of Gukan Gorge simplythe most appalling and
egregious] and clearlyour laws and their operation are inadequate to protectthese sites.
• En'ironmental Destruction
The progressive and mounting degradation of our enxironment is increasinglyof local and national concern, as documented in the recent national
re4ew (Samuel Committee) on the operation of the environment legislation, and the steadily-proceeding Senate Inquiryinto Australia's Faunal
Extinction Crisis, whose final Reoort is due later this war.
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The Hawkins Rumker areas are home to a great many endangered flora and fauna species and threatened ecological areas which could be lost
entirely— NSW Bionet has recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council IGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, with losses offish habitat and enhanced pressures on already threatened fish species. The riparian
meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek could suffer considerable damage or loss; the Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in Cogs
Creak would face severe threat
Open cut and underground mines can cause water contamination, and disrupt the diversity in waterways.
So many beautiful areas would be degraded into an industrial desolation.
Water
Water is our nation's and our region's life-blood.
Mines have a significant negative impact on the water resources of their local areas -even exploratory drilling can damage and drain underground
aquifers. There is a decrease in supplyand flows in the area's rivers and creeks.
The Ryistone Dam is in the proposed exploration areas; the upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of both the
Ryistone and Wndamere Dams. There are implications for the water supplyforthe towns of Ryistone, Kandos, Charbong and Clandulla.
Once the water is gone, it is lost forever
On this point it should be stressed that this region recenflyamerged from a long drought. So how shall we all fare in a future drought if there is a
coal mine affecting the supplies and flows or so much of our vital water resources?
• Societal and Population Health Implications
It is essential that this is considered in the context of the Hunter Valley being already extensively subject to well-established pollution effects —for
example, it has some of the highest rates of respiratoryand cardiac conditions in New South Wales.
Ar, water and soil and noise pollution spread widely and indiscriminately beyond actual mining sites.
For a start, noise and 'Abration will dramatically increase, from initial clearing and establishment and onwards through the mine's operations; with
blasting, earth-moving equipment vehicular and heavy machinery operations through the dayand beyond.
Traffic noise and volumes (and associated air pollution) will increase, with heayeehicles and coal transports by rail and road
Ar qualitywould reduce significanflyfrom the clearing and establishment phase and diminish progress i'elyfurther during operation.
Large areas would be affected bythe establishment, development and operations of any resulting coal mines -preliminary indications indicate up
to 200 landholders would be directiyaffected.
There would be significant loss of agricultural lands- farms would disappear or lose their water and 'vable operation; productive agricultural lands
would be lost forever.
This summarization of arguments againstthis proposal could, of course, be indef nitelycontinued; all tending to the same irrefutable conclusion:
The self-e'Adent purpose and intention of such a proposal that the Hawker Rumker area be Opened for coal exploration, would be the enabling and
encouragement of actual coal mining extraction operations in the area -something which requires to be stopped and totallypreduded hare and
now.
Thank you for ynurtima and consideration of the issues which I have soughtto present in this Submission.
Wth best wishes
Rupert tthcgregor
18th August 2021
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Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. Mjreasons and/or how itwill impact me are outlined below. lam
have been 'Asiting the area for sears.

sears of age and

Issues with the PRlAProcess
The Hawkins Rumker REFthatthe Gceemment prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. One
questions how the gowrnment can assure that anyfijture exploration licenses would include "strict en'ironmentaI management conditions to
protect natiw wgetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and community values" ,when their own exploration process couldn't get it right
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentiws for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industryand
EnAronment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a sear, howewr they only issued notices for
community consultation in June 2021.
Community consultations were adwrfised for 29 and 30 July2021, et the portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June
2021. The onlypeople in the region who were notified were landowners who properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration cones. Apart
from this, the onlyother notification proided were one-off advertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the nearly3000 residents in
surrounding areas on Rt4stone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Oinda and Kelgoola. Vuhyis it thatthese people would not be notified of
potential new coal release areas when they receiw their water from the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through these
areas?
The community consultation meeting were capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in rVudgee. How could this possiblybe
a real attempt to haw consultation with a population of nearly3000 people?
There is no transparency in how the Gowrnmentwill weight and ewluate the submissions during the PRlAprocess. The Gowrnment has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes publiclyawilable priorto its submission to Cabinet This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in pro'Jding frank and independent adsice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain wInerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.

Worldwide trend to mow to sustainable energysources
The Reserw Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to dedine in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more 'Jable.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Edoration and Mning in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Government describes one of its four actions is
supporting diversification of coal-reliant regional economies to assistwith the phase-out oftherrrral coal mining
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries have followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
committed to mow awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal.
This sear, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation by end of 2021.
The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current levels by 2040,
and to one tenth by 2050.

Water
One of the greatestthreats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores. Exploration and mining can
have significant impacts on the water resources of a local area. Drilling can crack and drain underground aquiferslO, 11. Once the water is gone, it
is lost forewr.
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Open cut and underground coal mines haw caused water contamination and haw destroyed biodi'ersityin waterways.

The Ry1stone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of
Rytstone Dam and Wndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Ryistone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to Midgee may also be negatieIyimpacted.
Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushfires with.
Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW bioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Cow Creek is thoroughly uniquel6 and would be under threat
Mnes would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value of the amazing World Heritage
area on our doorstep.
Aboriginal Heritage
There area significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a duty as a
nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites
Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cceer approsimately32,000 ha of land and would
directly affect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and producti'e agricultural
lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include vineyards, olive groves, home studs, beef and sheep
farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, softfurnishings and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostlyforeign) owners, however, the f ow on to local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen. The Hunter in the biggest coal export terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes
overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and veryfew additional local jobs are created. Like manyindustries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the nextfl'e years, mining is predicted to createjust 0.4 percent of new jobs
across all ofAistralia.
Justthe threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the existing businesses as people stop investing or move away—even if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get appro'ed. This has alreadyheppened in nearbyUlan, Weller and Bytong.
The cost of kIng, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot compete with the high wages miners
receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the veryreason strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required.
Social & health implications
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valleyis now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heaWvehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase from mine workers travelling to
and from work. The qualityof our roads is alreadyverypoor and theyare not suited to increased or heayeload traffic. Historically, mines in this
council area have been loath to put moneyinto fixing anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and vibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heaearthmosing equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, and bycoal being transported out on trains and trucks running through our towns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel for kilometres.
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, utolence, sexual assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are already being felt as people experience acaetyand stress about the threat to their regi0n28 and economic stability.
I wish myname to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site
Yours sincerely,
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rtijname is
and myHusband
and children
are Descendants of the Dabee Wradjuri Apical
Ancestors of the area covered bythe Hawkins Rumker proposal.
I stronglyoppose that the proposed exploration areas are opened for exploration under the Strategic Framework and request that the At'Asory
Board recommend against release of the proposed areas.
I oppose the Hawkins Rumker proposal due to the potential risks of destroying or harming the manyeboriginal heritage sites alreadyknown in the
area and destroying or harming the Land and waters of my people.
There are current1y28 publiclylisted Aboriginal cultural sites in the proposed Hawkins and Rumker release areas7, sixin the Hawkins area and 22
in the Rumker area (see Table 1). It should be noted thatthis is a gross underestimation of the number of sites in the area: in collaboration with
other Traditional Custodians myhusbands familyhase been connecting with residents and landowners in the Hawkins Rumker and surrounding
areas to be able to visit sites and Country, previously locked off due to it being priwtelyowned, and to present further destruction to Aboriginal
cultural heritage sites.
rufunyfurther Significant Sites have been identified and Prtefacts found, these are in the process of being prosided to 5Hl.
INTRODUCTION
Yindyamarra is a keywayof being for the Wradjuri peoples, to respect and honour everything. Yindtiamarra is interconnected with identity,
belonging, culture, spirituality, language, law and kinshiplO.
Aboriginal peoples relationship with the land is based on respect: the land has cared for Aboriginal peoples: Aboriginal peoples have cared for
land in return. Each Aboriginal person is entrusted with the knowledge and responsibilityto care for their Country. The deep relationship with
Countrymeans that disrespect, damage or destruction of Country leads to negative impacts on the health and wellbeing of Aboriginal peoples.
INTERGENERATIONAL TRALJMf5
Over centuries, Australian colonists have eroded Aboriginal culture and identitywith Australia's serious abhorrent laws, including the 1901
Constitution, which did not recognize our First Nations peoples as human beings until the 1967 Referendum, the state sanctioned removal of my
familyfrom traditional land and the land granted to non Aboriginal pastoralists, the state sanctioned massacres of myfamily, the state sanctioned
forced labour inflicted on myfamilyand the forced removal of children under the Assimilation Policy.
As a Traditional Custodian I feel stronglythat the Hawkins Rumker proposal contributes to the ongoing ctide of intergenerational trauma.
INTERCONNECTEDNESS OF CULTURAL SITES
The Traditional Custodians and Aboriginal Community members believe that sites are interconnected and not isolated entities. Each site
represents onlyone part of a bigger picture. If you find an artefact, for example, the shard of a knife, it is not just an artefact. By looking at the
surrounding landscape (reading Country), and looking at the food sources, water sources and surrounding landscape, one can connect that
artefact to the larger storyof who was there and what theydid:
Mining operations of any kind, risk disturbing sites. Fvbsing, damaging, or destroying one site, destroys the meaning of the sites and their
interconnectedness:
You cannot simplymose an artefact for safe keeping during mining operations and then put it back afterwards in the altered landscape; the
meaning of sites are lost in altered landscapes.
Destroying sites orCountryhas an enormous negative impactatthe indistdual and community level:
CONTINUED EROSION OF CULTURAL SITES
Songlines are an important part of Aboriginal culture and hase been passed down from generation to generation for tens of thousands of years.
Theynotonlymap trawl routes, buttalkofthe Creation events, the connectedness between places, and the ceremonies associated with those
places12. When land routes are blocked or changed, the Songlines are broken.
Mning operations have already significantly impacted the Wradjuri people's Culture, Irreversible damage to Countrythrough altered landscapes
has also resulted in desastating loss to Cultural sites.
DESECRATION OF ANCESTRAL RESTING GROUNDS
There has been approximatelysesen to eight non-Aboriginal generations in Australia since colonization. Yet there are thought to be approximately
3000 generations of Aboriginal peoples in Australia Anew mine would add to the already countless Ancestors and familyof mine who have
alreadybeen disturbed.
PSYCHOLOGKIAL IrvFfCTS
The news of the proposed Hawkins Rumker land release areas for coal mining had far reaching negative effects on the social and emotional
wellbeing of myself and the local Wradjuri people:
Ingrained in Aboriginal culture is the responsibilityto care for Countryfor future generations. Needing to protect Countryand culture from the
impacts of the Hawkins Rumer proposal placed a heasyburden onus to take action. The impact on the Wradjuri people if theywere to suffer esen
more disruption or destruction to Country is too painful to contemplate.
DAMAGE TO COUNTRY AND WATER
lam deeolvworried that Mnina tberation will have a heawimoact on our Waterwass and Swamos. The area under the PRIAhas been drouoht
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affected fora long period and water resources are aIreadyhea4Iyimpacted by farming practices.
Traditional Owners believe subsidence from Wing practices affect the Newnes Plateau area and fear that the Hawkins Rumker Wing Proposal
could equally affect the waterways swamps and Atal ecological hanging swamps in this area.
CONCLUSION
I strongly oppose the proposed Hawkins Rumker potential release areas for the following reasons:
"Disproportionate impacts on the Wradjuri peoples through the disruption and or destruction of cultural sites;
"Negative impact on \Ailradjuri peoples' culture and wellbeing seeing more Songlines broken
"Negathm impact on wellbeing to the Wradjuri peoples seeing Country altered or destroyed
Reinforcement of the exclusion of Aboriginal peoples from accessing their cultural heritage;
"Continued intergenerational trauma.
"Unsustainable use of water and negatise affect on swamps and waterways in a drought affected area.
The level of community opposition to the Hawkins Rumker potential proposed release area with concerns raised regarding the impacts Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage and negative impact to wellbeing due to damage or destruction of Countryand culture, clearly indicate that a social license to
operate for this project has not been achieved.
I ask that Traditional Custodians (such as my husband and children) of the land in the Hawkins and Rumker areas should be represented on the
DPIE team orPdasoryBoard.
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Yes
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do not allow this to happen- THIS IS stolen indigenous land
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Harriet
Last name
Loneragan
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2849
Submission
I am a permanent resident of the R4stone Aerodrom Arpark which is on Cot/s Creek Road, Rstone
I totally reject this proposal for all of the social, enAronmental and economic reasons.
Purely on a social lewl - how could a coal mine be social lybeneficial to an area? People would be dislodged from their properties and those who
are left have to deal with degradation of the enronment and water. We live in a beautiful, pristine enstronment, free of noise and pollution. We have
a quiet and beautiful community. Anew coal mine would severely disrupt the community- many people would fee the area and instead FIFO
personnel would be brought in to operate the machineryand the mine. Although it is touted as being good for the economy byemploymg people it
is well known that most of the time the locals who are untrained are not given the jobs, but instead FlED personnel are used.
Enironmentallythere are no positives that come from a coal mine. Increased heaturcking and machinery, explosives, air pollution, water
degradation, wildlife obliteration would completely destroy this area. This is an ancient and beautiful land that once destroyed can never be "put
back together again".
Economically it is very difficult to see the upside here. The small businesses that mist in the Rstone, Kandos area cater to tourists and locals and
would not thrive, or even sureve once the tourist trade dried up.
There is absolutely no need for anymore new coal mines to be released. The world is veryrapidlyturning to renewables and coal mining is waning
throughout the world. V8iynot use the coal which is still available in the old mines rather than spending time and moneyon "assessing" new
areas??? It makes no sense.
Our government needs to take a strong stance against this ludicrous, wasteful, wrong-headed direction into more coal-mining exploration.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/0812021 1:46:27 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 13:46
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
CRLTON
Submission
I am from Victoria and am opposed to the Hawkins and Rumker areas being opened for coal exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and
needs to be stopped now.
Wth the latest IPCC report, it is clear that fossil fuels must be left in the ground and coal exploration stopped
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a dutyas a
nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites ha'e already been destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to protect these sites.
The R1stone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong Ri'er feeds into the water supplies of
R4stone Dam and \Mndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Rstone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; waterfowto M.idgee mayalso be negatielyimpacted.
Wthout water, there is no life There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushfires with.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/0812021 1:34:56 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 13:34
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Derek
Last name
Craig
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
MRRlCKv1LLE
Submission
I would like to object to the proposal to open up these areas to coal mining.
I find the protection of our natural heritage and river systems to otter more potential long-term benefits than the short-term gains that mining this
area would generathe.

As such I would like to see a detailed opportunity cost analysis of this proposal, with scenarios that accurately reflect the likelyfuture demand and
price for any resources extracted factored in.
I would also like to understand the potential risks to nxers and underground water tables that any exploration could create.
Thanks,
Derek Craig

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/0812021 1:28:57 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 13:28
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
2257
Submission
I object to the establishment and expansion of new coal mines in NSW.
I have read the International Panel on Climate Change report (IPCC) just released last week and lam terrified of the consequences of releasing
additional carbon dioxide and methane into the atmosphere which will undoubtedly be the long term result if coal mining proceeds in this area
Coal mining is an industry in its death throes. We are faring an existential threat in the form of human induced climate change and the only sane
and rational response is to stop the use of fossil fuels, particularlycoal and gas.
We should take heed of the fact that the International Energygencyitself has requested a ban on newfoil fuel dceelopments.
In Europe, the G7 nations haw called for a ban on new coal projects.
The time has passed for new green field coal projects. We should rather be setting up job transition schemes for those coal mining areas already
in operation.
The time has passed for the setting up of new coal mines at a time of already changing climate thatwill &irtherthreaten water supplies in local
catchments. The water contamination resulting from coal mining is well documented in manyesrsting coal mines.
The drop down in bores is in manycases is irreversible over anymeaningful time frame.
The 'make good' arrangements within the conditions of consent of manycoal mines relating to aquifers are sadlynot nearlygood enough.
We await our nest drought, now to be exacerbated by climate change already in play, with trepidation. Anew water intensise and heasty polluting
coal mine is enironmentaI and economical lunacy.
There is no social licence for new coal mines in NSW. The Independent Planning Commission is increasingly rejecting coal mine proposals
taking into accountthe negative social and en'ironmental impacts resulting from new green field coal mines.
I am strongly against the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration. This is an opening for coal mining. It should be stopped now!

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/0812021 1:22:12 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 13:22
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Chris
Last name
Nadolny
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
kmidale
Submission
lam writing as a retired Ecologist, who has been concerned about the impacts of climate change for over 30 Wars. We are now certain that climate
change, mainlyresulting from burning of fossil fuels, is alreadycausing extreme weather and rising sea lexels (see the recently released IPCC
Report). Climate change is almost certain to intensifyif we continue to burn fossil fuels at current rates. From this perspective, we will need to keep
coal reserxes that we already know about in the ground, so we should not allow dexelopment of new coal fields.
At best, the granting ofan exploration licence will result in the dexelopment ofa new coal field, which will become a stranded asset as the use of
coal is phased out, at worst itwill result in a coal mine that will contribute to impacts on humanityand the enronment caused byclimate change.
Therefore I object to the granting of the licence.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/0812021 1:07:25 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 13:07
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
tvtsdlow Bath
Submission
To Whom it tvtsy Concern,
tvbstAjstralians, including myself are extremely concerned bythe impacts offossil fuels on our climate and the eceironment. Further exploration is
just a self destructiw exercise that will onlyserw to cause much greater damage than any possible benefit that could be gained.
Given the e'Adence globallyof the environmental, human and economic cost of climate change, it is just foolhardyto further explore options that
hew a clear negafiw impact on all Australians. Fvbst of us do not benefit from the potential financial gain of fossil fuel mining but we subsidize it
and must bear all the negatiw impacts of both the destruction of our wry important natural enaronmentand the resulting global warming.
We have the 12th largest Co2 emissions per capita in the world. As such a rich and privileged nation we should be setting an example to the rest of
the world in reducing these emissions not looking for ways to increase them.
When considering these fossil fuels as a resource to be taken advantage of there is always a failure to also consider the overall cost not onlyto all
Australians but the world. There is also a failure to recognize the great importance of our natural resources. These are valuable, finite, irreplaceable
recourses that are greatlywlued byAustralians Theycan no longer bear exploitation and now as a matter of urgency require protecting and
preserMng.
Please do not go ahead with this proposal
regards

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/0812021 1:03:47 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 13:03
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
lvhroubra
Submission
Awrystrong NO to the Hawkins-Rumker coal release area plan
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/0812021 1:03:15 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 13:03
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam submitting on behalf of myorganisation

Name
First name
Christopher
Last name
Hughes
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Kyneton
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta NSW212
18 August 2021
Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues assessment

lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. M>'reasons and/or how it will impact me are outlined below
The consultation process was flawed with limited opportunity to submit a response with limited community cons ultalion. Consultation were
meetings capped at meetings with a maxi mum of 50 people. The meetings had a one off advertisements in afew newspapers. However, Online submissions were opened two weeks before these meetings and affected landowners were notified of this process. This process has
excluded those communities thatwill be affected bythe Licence adequate time and notice to be able to make a submission on the effecti'es of the
granting of the licence on them , while favouring the mews of land owners that have a financial interest in the granting of the licence.
The Hawkins Rumker REFthatthe Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. Which
is highlycontested by
Both enironment and Aboriginal groups
This area is rich in natural springs and bores. NSW BioNet has recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional
Council LGA Mning would lead to waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish
species. The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost. The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the
central part of Coxc Creek is unique and would be under threat.
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites. The neighbouring HunterValleyis now a pollution
'hotspof and has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.
Local Aboriginal People state here are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that
are at risk. The inadequacyof independent archaeological reports around Aboriginal cultural sites is a national shame. Significant sites have
alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites. We have a dutyto ensure this does not continue. Therefore,
the licence should not be issued until a proper independent report is compiled in conjunction with the agreement and involvement of the local
Aboriginal.
The current use of the land is sustainable, labour intensive and prosides opportunityfor expanding agricultural export industries. Coal mining is a
low employing, extraction industrythat is on the wayout with an ever decreasing global demand. It is a major contributor to the climate crisis and
connected to poor health outcomes and environmental damage. It is for these reasons we are against the Hawkins Rumker coal exploration
initiative
Yours sincerely,
Chris Hughes
Convener of the First Nations Concerns Committee
of the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers) in Australia

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/0812021 12:44:31 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 12:44
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Pete
Last name
Dowson
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Centennial Park
Submission
I object to the Hawkins Rumker release in its entirety.
I have a deep personal connection with this area, through familyhistory, through professional work, through close relationships and through time
spent in residence - both pest and in future.
consider the threat of coal expansion into these areas an outrageous intimidation on the behalf of the NSWernment and the NSWPlanning
Department
I find the NSWmirring and resources policyand process unfairlystacked towards the priate benefit of a few stakeholders, and grossly
misrepresentative towards the manynegatie social and enironmental impacts and burdens imposed byealracfiw industries.
I note that the recent report by NSW ICPC Operation Eclipse into the regulation of lobbying, access and influence in NSW, has found thatthe current
framework and policyfor Lobbng of Government Officials (LOGO) is grossly inadequate to manage corruptive influences.
I trust that recent corruption rulings regarding coal leases bypreous NSW Mnisters and associates are widened and carried forward more
igorously.
I fully support future insesfigations into how the fossil fuel lobby has adwrsely influenced the administratiw bodies of NSW, to the detriment of
public interest.
I welcome resolute community opposition to the Hawkins Rumker release plans.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/0812021 12:41:49 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 12:41
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Bathurst 2795
Submission
Hang recentlywalked in the Ferntree Gullyarea north of Rstone, it is difficult to understand how inestigation of coal mining possibilities can
een be considered.
This is a beautiful area within designated protected nature reserws containing significant remnants of rainforest, as well as hasing extremely
significant indigenous historyand importance.
The drilling process alone is verydestructie to the soil structure, and has great impact on the water table and aquifers.
Please take notice of the concerns of the community as well as the warnings from the enronmental and conservation experts.
There will be major social, enironmental and economic impact from any preliminary iceestigation alone, let alone if the mining leases are
improved in the long term.
I askthat this proposal to release the Hawkins and Rumker areas be considered ryserycareftilly- there is no going back from the destruction of
the landscape.
Sincerely

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/0812021 12:41:44 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 12:41
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Carnegie, 3163
Submission
lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. My reasons and impacts are outlined below.

The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to dedine in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more Mable.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mning in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Government describes one of its four actions is
supporting diversification of coal-reliant regional economies to assist with the phase-out of thermal coal mining
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries have followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
committed to move awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal.
This year, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation by end of 2021.
The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current levels by2040,
and to one tenth by 2050
Additionally, there are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have
a dutyas a nation to protectthese sites.
Significant sites have alreadybeen destroyed bymining and ourlaws are inadequate to protectthese sites.
Yours sincerely,

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/0812021 12:19:22 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 12:19
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Fiona
Last name
Vaughan
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2780
Submission
Please do not release the Hawkins and Rumker areas for coal exploration. These areas are rich with natural and cultural velues and should be
preserved. (Please see points below.)
This is also the wrong time for commencing new coal exploration, given the proven science about the links between coal and climate warming
This is the time for developing renewable energysolutions to the Earth's climate crisis. Please see the latest IPCC reportfor the proven negative
effects of burning coal and gas on climate - some of these effects are already happening.
-

-

There are at least 26 significant Wradjuri sites including rock shelters with painted or engraved art, camp sites and grinding grooves.
t least 2/3rds of this area is covered in native vegetation.

-

The area contains valuable waterways which are fragile to disturbance.

-

It includes headwater streams of the Cudgegong River in good condition, which flows into other rivers and must be kept in good condition.

The Rumker release area runs along 33km of the border of the Greater Blue Fubuntains World Heritage Area. Coal exploration and mining in this
area mayjeopardise the World Heritage status of the GBMi1VHA

-

- There are several records of Koalas in the Hawkins area. Ascientific studyundertaken by BioLink found that 71% of Koala populations had been
lost in sixtire-affected areas in northern NSW after the catastrophic 2019/2020 'black summer' bushfres. Other important species recorded in
Hawkins-Rumker include the critically endangered Regent honeyeater and the nationally-endangered Spotted-tailed quoll, which is reliant on large,
intact habitats with oldgrowth elements to survive.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/0812021 11:54:14 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 -11:54
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
DaAd
Last name
bhllard
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town Postcode
&
Orange 2800
Submission
As a resident of the Central West and a person concerned about the impacts and risks of climate change for the future health and wellbeing of
global society and the enironment, I am writing to object to the proposal for opening the door to new coal exploration in this region.
Coal produces 2.42kg of carbon per kg of coal burnt. An underground mine also produces methane emissions.
The world is moing away from coal -Australia must encourage innocution and renewables. The premise supporting the release of these areas
undermines and contradicts NSWgovernment policies, including its stated net-zero emissions goal.
Communities in our region have worked veryhard to build a thriAing tourism industry. Tourism has sustained, long-term impact; mining is short
term. tvNnyof our local businesses are incompatible with mining, and the landscape maychange irreversiblyif it is mined.
The many creeks and rivers in the Growee, Lawson and Cudgegong catchments are also at risk from this proposal. The upper Cudgegong
waterways are pro.ide town water supply, and this also tows into Wndamere Dam, impacting M.jdgee and Culgong. Mning uses extraordinary
volumes of water. Without water, there is no agriculture, no communities, no tourism, no environment, nothing to fight bushtlres with.
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are also at riskfrom this
proposal. Fvbnyof these are not yet officially documented. The existing Hawkins Rumker Re/ew of En'Aronmental Factors incorrectly states there
are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area. This is despite the documented official records as well as local
knowledge pointing to manymore sites. Significant sites have alreadybeen destroyed bymining, and our laws are inadequate to protectthese
sites.
Due to all of the concerns outlined above, I am opposed to the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration. This is a precursor to coal
mining and needs to be stopped now.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/0812021 11:43:55 Atvl

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 11:43
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
#gnese
Last name
Perri
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
3065
Submission
lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. This coal espansion is extraordinarily harmful on a sarietyof fronts. Global lythere is
an understanding that coal is incrediblydamaging to the ensironment, this War the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal
generation by end of 2021. The eqansion also coers an area with a varietyif Aboriginal sites, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk.
We have a duty as a nation to protect these sites. Significant sites ha'e already been destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to protect
these sites. Let's not make these mistakes again. Not to mention the public health and safety concerns, impact on water biodiversityand water
contamination.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/0812021 11:38:05 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 -11:38
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted 'wlues are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown Postcode
&
4226
Submission

Parramatta NSW

Date
18/7/21

Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. Mjreasons and/or how twill impact me are outlined below

lam
wars of age and hae been Itang in /siting the area for multiple wars.
You are welcome to draw on anyof the information you like, but please remember to change the wording a bit into sour own words so that theydo
not consider this a 'form letter' and gi'e it a lowweighting. The references used are all available on ourwebsite ifou would like to get more
information from them.

Issues with the PRlAProcess
The Hawkins Rumker REFthatthe Go'emment prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. One
questions how the go'wrnment can assure that anyfuture exploration licenses would include "strict en'ironmental management conditions to
protect nati'w wgetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and community values" ,when their own exploration process couldn't get it right
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incenties for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industryand
En'Aronment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a year, howe'wr theyonly issued notices for
community consultation in June 2021.
Community consultations were ad'wrtsed for 29 and 30 July2021, yetthe portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June
2021. The onlypeople in the region who were notified were landowners who properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart
from this, the onlyother notification proded were one-off advertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the nearly3000 residents in
surrounding areas on R4stone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Oinda and Kelgoola. Wiyis it thatthese people would not be notified of
potential new coal release areas when they recei'w their water from the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through these
areas?
The communityconsultation meeting were capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in lvbdgee. How could this possiblybe
a real attempt to ha'e consultation with a population of nearly3000 people?
There is no transparencyin how the Government will weight and e'aluate the submissions during the PRlAprocess. The Government has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes publiclyaailable priorto its submission to Cabinet This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in pro'Jding frank and independent adsice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain 'ulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.

Worldwide trend to move to sustainable energysources
The Reserse Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to dedine in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more 'iable.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Wing in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Government describes one of its four actions is
supporting dkersification of coal-reliant regional economies to assist with the phase-out of thermal coal mining
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries hae followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
committed to moe away from fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal.
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This year, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation by end of 2021.
The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current levels by 2040,
and to one tenth by 2050.

Water
One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores Exploration and mining can
have significant impacts on the water resources of a local area. Drilling can crack and drain underground aquifers 10, 11. Once the water is gone, it
is lost forever.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodi'ersityin waterways
The Ry1stone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of
Ry4stone Dam and Wndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the torsos of Ryistone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to Midgee may also be negatkelyimpacted.
Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushfires with

Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Coss Creek is thoroughly uniquel6 and would be under threat
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsighfiy, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value of the amazing World Heritage
area on our doorstep.

Aboriginal Heritage
There area significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a duty as a
nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites

Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cceer approsimately32,000 ha of land and would
directly affect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural
lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stability for this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include vineyards, olive grows, horse studs, beef and sheep
farms, ecu-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines pro'Ade a f ow of rewnue to governments and their (mosltyforeign) owners, however, the f ow on to local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen The Hunter in the biggest coal effijort terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes
overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and veryfewadditional local jobs are created. Like manyindustries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the nestti'w years, mining is predicted to createjust 0.4 percent of new jobs
across all ofAistralia.
Justthe threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the edsting businesses as people stop investing or move away—even if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get appro'wd. This has alreadyhappened in nearbyUlan, Wollar and By4ong.
The cost of Itung, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot compete with the high wages miners
receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the seryreason strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required.

Social & health implications
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valleyis now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heaW'whicles on our local and rural roads Traffic incidents increase from mine workers travelling to
and from work. The qualityof our roads is alreadyvery poor and theyare not suited to increased or heaysload traffic. Historically, mines in this
council area have been loath to put moneyinto fixing anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and 'Vibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heayeearthmosing equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, and bycoal being transported out on trains and trucks running through our towns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can trawl for kilometres.
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, siolence, sexual assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are already being felt as people experience anrietyand stress about the threat to their region28 and economic stability.
Thanks 'wry much
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Cc:
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Submitted by Anonymous
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Bowra'Alle N5W2449
Submission

Parramatta N5W2124

NSW2449
18 August 2021
Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. Myreasons and/or how twill impact me are outlined below.
Nibst importantiythis proposal, if successful, poses a threat of irreversible harm of intergenerational equity, contributing to the destruction of quality
of life forfuture generations and infants alive today, as a direct result of the contribution anyfossil fuel usage from these sources maycontribute to
climate change.
FurtherThe EnAronment Protection and Biodi'ersityConsersstion Act 1999 (the EPBC Act) for the map area below list rvNtters of National
Ensironmental Significance for which action cannot be taken without the approval of the Federal En'ironment Mnister. This link below pro'tdes
access to the Earth Scapes Consulting PtyLtd rvhy2021 Western Coalfields Strategic Release ktapping and Analysis Document

1623889487
I request you to open this document and read its Executive Summary page 4, detailing document contents (reproduced here).
"Executive Summary
"The Hawkins, Rumker and Ganguddy-Kelgoola strategic release areas are located in the Central Tablelands region of New South Wales. The
areas total 80,369 Ha in area.
The area is in the SydneyBasin bioregion and is in the Wollemi subregion.
The release areas are located in an intact landscape with verysigniflcant remnant vegetation, with analysis showing that native vegetation rovers
84% of the total area.
103 Kim of the coal release areas border the Greater Blue rvbuntains World Heritage Area.
The tenure of the areas includes State Forest, Crown Land and othertenure —almost 50% of the areas are comprised of State Forest and Crown
Land with the remaining areas prkate tenures. There is no National Park Estate in the studyarea.
The dominant landuses are grazng and natise forestry production.
There are 45 recorded aboriginal heritage sites and an additional 13 sites that are Restricted and location data not supplied in the proposed coal
release areas.
There are 36 water bores are located in the studyarea. There are 121 Km of stream channel in good condition and 118 Km of stream channel
classed as a high level of fragility.
There are 1,854 Ha of Groundwater Dependant Ecosystems (GDEs) mapped in the proposed coal release areas.
There are 6,634 Ha of potential Threatened Ecological Communities (TECs), 22 threatened fauna species and 6 threatened flora species occur in
the Hawkins, Rumker and Ganguddy-Kelgoola strategic release areas.
Some of the keyspecies recorded include the Koala, the critical ly endangered Regent Honeyeater and the endangered Spotted-tailed O.ioll, along
with four plant species endemic to the Ryistone/western Wollemi area.
Areas of Biophysical Strategic Agricultural Land (BSAL) are located in the Rumker strategic release area.
There are 215.2 hectares of the coalfield release areas mapped as alluvial areas bythe groundwater productivity layer. The proposed coal release
areas contains number of surface and groundwater sharing plan areas'.
rckp of Department of Agriculture Protected kNtters Search Tool for kNtters of National Ernironmental Significance. Your Upload file does not allow
the map to be transferred. It covers part of the proposed exploration area bordernig the western edge of the Wollemi National Park

Table 1: kNtters of National Ernironmental Significance for this map related Rytstone area. Your upload does not allow detail transfer so I will hand
write it.
World Heritage Properties: 1
World Heritage places: 1
Wetlands of National Imoortance 5
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Listed Threatened Species: 42
Listed Migratory Species: 12
Further, we are at a major turning point on climate change for all of humanity. Athe UN, 31st of October till the 12th of November 20211, Global
Climate Change Conference in Gasgow, Scotland; there will be a huge push for every nation on Earth to adopt Zero greenhouse gas net emissions
by 2050 or earlier. This will lecee sour proposed coal mine as a stranded asset for which you now have the opportunity of saving your precious coal
mine development funds, if you open your eyes. The writing is on the wall so to speak.

On the 11th of Octobertill the 24th October 2021 the United Nations (UN) global summit on Biodeersityloss in Kunming, China; atwhich the
importance of protecting easting ecosystems will be stressed. Biodisersityloss is currentlyputting human sursiwl as a species at risk This is not
an emotional statement but a scientific fact.
It would be much better, therefore not to disturb anyecosystems within the proposed eaploration area.
I strongly recommend blocking the Hawkins Rumker PreliminaryRegional Issues Assessment from going ahead.
I wish my name to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site:
Yours sincerely,

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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tvhroubra 2035
Submission
I am fundamental ly opposed to the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration.
lam 31 sears old, and the mother of two small children - four and a half and 18 months old. I also write on their behalf, and on behalf of their
children.
Coal exploration in this area should not go ahead for more reasons than I can count on mytwo hands.
It has the potential to haw devastating impacts on:
1. The health of residents due to air, soil, water and noise pollution
2. The livelihood of farmers and small business owners
3. Water security, affecting the catchments of manytowns and communities
4. Threatened flora and fauna, including riparian meadows and swamp grasslands
5. Significant aboriginal art and ceremonial sites
But perhaps the most pressing reason the Hawkins Rumker coal exploration should not go ahead is because the extraction of coal from this area
will directly contradict efforts to reduce global CO2 emissions in time to aert an escalating climate crisis. Aclimate crisis that is alreadyhere: we
witnessed itfrst-hand in the Wollemi, part of the 'eryregion you mean to "explore", during the dceastating tires of 201 9-2021 - and across the east
coast of,Australia
Allowing new coal exploration is completelyat odds with the aims of, and exen negates, the NSWCcernment's Net Zero Plan, as outlined in the
NSWClimate Change Policy Framework.
Finally, this is an economicallyfrixolous endea'or, not onlyfor the local economyof the region, but also because the market for coal, both within
Australia and internationally, is projected to decline as countries committo more ambitious emissions reduction targets.
I implore you, on behalf of my children, on behalf of mychildren's children, to lea'e the coal in the ground I want to be able to continue to explore
that beautiful countlywith myfamily, wandering riparian meadows beside clear rixers, and know that mygovernment has stood up for our future.
Yours sincerely,
Chloe Watfern
I wish my name to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: No

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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I am opposed to the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and needs to be stopped now.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submission
I stronglyoppose the exploration for coal in this area. From the just released IPCC report, it is wJdent that we should not use fossil fuels. Nor do we
need to use them, there are plenty of better alternatives for the health of our planet.
Nothing should be mined which will adverselyaffect the diminishing koala population
I ask the government to reject this proposal.
Sincerely,
Jillian Salz
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
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&
St Kilda
Submission
I am opposed to the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and needs to be stopped now.
There are countless reasons for this being unethical and dangerous - as I'm sure manyother submissions will outline. This proposed actisityis
reprehensible and must be stopped.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submission
lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites. The neighbouring Hunter Valley is now a pollution
'hots pot' and has some of the highest rates for res piratory and cardiac conditions in NSW As someone who group up in the Hunter and have seen
first hand its effects on the health of my neighbours and family, lam flrmlyopposed to this new proposed site.
Yours sincerely
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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To whom it may concern.
I was upset to learn about these proposed mines on a number of grounds.
For many Wars myfamilyand friends have regularly gone camping in this region at or around Dunns Swamp! Ganguddy and it would be
unthinkable to have this beautiful area damaged in any way bycoal mining.
Second, the recently released Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) seth report on dimate change contains stark warnings from the
world's top expertise in this area of science. The report shows that di mate change is Wdespread, rapid and intensifying'. The report also shows
whythe primary mitigation strategy is to end the use of fossil fuels, particularly coal.
To ignore this report in the face of such overwhelming eidence that the world's climate is in imminent danger of spiralling out of control, is a
profoundly s hort-sighted and dangerous thing to do. The only rational response is for both the NSW and Federal governments to cease all new
coal mining, and look towards winding up existing mines.
Opening new coal mines is exactlythe wrong direction.
Chris Dubrow

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and En'Aronment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta N5W2124

rub Lynette Scott
MOSMAN NSW 2088
Date: 17August2021
Submission against the proposed Hawkins Rumker Regional Coal Exploration
Mgoice would like to add to those who are against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration.
As a tourist, with friends stayed in short stay accommodation in R4stone last October, trawlled to manytowns in this beautiful area, tasted the local
produce, drankthe fine wines at mealtime, made purchases of souvenirs including products made from local olives.
The topographyof the Central Tablelands region of NSW is absolutely beautiful, with valleys, mountains, swamps, and learnt of the meadows
along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek, the Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the centre of Coxs Creek.
There are 28 listed Wrad&iri aboriginal sites, diverse fora and fauna, magnificent species of trees, and in some cases the wildlife contains
endangered species to be found in the bush land.
When I ate at the Rytatone Hotel in the Lady Bushranger Bistro, learnt of the historyof Jessie Hickman, a bushranger, who would roam the
Kandos/Rstone bush land to hide out from authorities.
There is a wide range of attractions for the tourist, differing types of accommodation including eco tourism, with fine food and dining, using produce
and wine locallysourced.
Mgsubmission is against:
1 Loss of agricultural land, possible degradation as a result 180 farms listed for land takeover, in the area estimated as 32,000 ha of land and
livelihood taken away
2. Water supplyto towns Rt4stone, Kandos, Charbon and Clandulla; and to Mdgee maybe affected bythe Ryistone Dam Catchment
3 Coal transport through R1stone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Oinda and Kelgoola maycause problems.
4. Tourism industry loss because of the land used for mining
5. Townspeople may move awayto seek employment elsewhere
6. Flora and fauna affected by loss of habitat and bushland
I wish myname to be withheld from the PRiAsubmission site: Yes
Yours sincerely,
Lynette Scott

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker
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Submitted by Anonymous
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Clifton Hill
Submission
I submitthatthis exploration should notgo ahead forthe following two reasons:
- The mining and use of coal as a keyenergysource within Australia should be reduced, and eventually stopped, due to the impact on climate. This
is not a renewable energysource and continues to demonstrate Australia's blinkered approach to recognising and mitigating climate change
- The proposed land is the site of multiple indigenous sacred sites and continuing depletion of these sites across Australia for mining
demonstrates the Governments lack of commitment to saluing our First Nations history, and therefore all of Australias history.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Clifton Hill
Submission
Surelywe are over Coal Exploration
Surelywe have seen the deastation of exploration in Aboriginal Cultural sites
Is nobody understanding where the vest majorityof the Austrlian nation siton these 2 issues
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submission
I oppose any new coal mining because:1) itwill make it harder for Austral ia to reduce emissions of CO2 by 2030;
2) itwill be detrimental to water-catchment systems in the Hawkins and Rumker areas;
3) it will have a deleterious affect on native vegetation and biodiversity and
4) itwill increase land use conf ict in an area currentlyfocused on sustainable agricultural and tourism industries.
New South Wales needs to show leadership in this area. If new coal mining goes ahead, more pressure is put on other sectors to reduce their
emissions - and this at a time when the world is moing to renewable energy. The science is undeniable as the IPCC report highlights. A
continuation of coal mining is to denythe science and ignore the concerns of voters who are looking for real, impactful climate action.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
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To:
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Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
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SuburblTown Postcode
&
Berkeley, CA 94707
Submission
Myname is

and I'm against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration

I'm from Scotland original lywhere I grew up in a mining town, the grandson of a coal miner, and mine rescue solunteer. The miners I knew were
the stereotypical hard working indisiduals, strong of body and heart One by one they died of illnesses and injuries from their time working in and
around the coal industry. At this point all the mines in my chi ldhood area have been closed yet the scars remain. Scars of the land, scars of the
people, scars of the en'ironment While the coal industry may have improved it's safety record it remains a fundamentally poisonous piece of
technology that humanity is in the midst of growing out of. I have never seen an area with coal infrastructure that has not had a detrimental affect of
the local wildlife, population, tourism, and ensironment. There's a reason the world is mceing on.
I first s4sited Australia in 2006, to 'Asit friends of the familyand theypointed me towards the Blue kbuntains and Wollemi National Park. Since then
everytime I come to Australia, despite the expanse and diversityit has to offer I always find myself in the area of Rylestone, M.rdgee, Nullo. It keeps
me coming back. The gorgeous mews, the crystal clear water, the amazing wildlife! Its why I was so shocked to hear that there was even a
consideration of opening this beautiful pristine area up for coal exploration.
We live in an age when the world is raltyng around the call to save our enufronment When the world is both on fire from Siberia, to the US, to
Greece, and atthe same time seeing unprecedented flooding. The IPCC report has painted a stark reality, yetwe're here discussing more coal?
Australia has made international and domestic commitments on climate change. Which it is not currentlyon targetto meet Yet, we're here
discussing coal?
Please don't make this area just another piece of land stripped of all that makes it special in the name of last cash grab of bygone era of energy
production that is no longer cost effective.
Yours sincerely, a tourist hoping there will be something to return for.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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